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The goal of this work was to develop a new solution for dimensioning Nokia’s 
network management system by utilizing performance data to achieve more 
accurate predictions for capacity usage. An algorithm for generating predictive 
models for different system resources and application performance attributes 
was implemented. Multiple linear regression with an exhaustive branch-and-
bound search through the space of possible predictor variables was utilized to 
predict the usage of different resources. Solutions for the internal and external 
validation, outlier detection, and the visualization of the models were also 
specified. The algorithm was evaluated with a sample of data from real network 
management system environment and the results were promising, because 
fairly accurate predictions could be made. This solution is still in progress: The 
model maintenance and specification, as well as handling nonlinear 
relationships must be considered.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Data mining techniques (Hand et al., 2001) have lately broadened the range of 
techniques for data analysis. The goal in data mining is to find unexpected 
patterns between variables or to summarize the big data sets with simple and 
understandable models. Since the amount of available data has recently grown 
tremendously, new information is now available for us to find and use for our 
own benefit in numerous areas.  The amount of data has grown also in network 
management performance field, due to new generations of mobile 
telecommunications technologies which have brought more and more variables 
to the system (Rémy & Letamendia, 2014). Using data in performance analysis 
and dimensioning purposes has become not only possible, but also necessary in 
network management system framework. 
A network management system is an application for managing and 
monitoring network components, satisfying at least some of the systems 
management requirements listed in management framework system standards 
(International Organization for Standardization, 1989). Dimensioning a 
network management system means defining the minimum capacity that still 
allows the requirements for the system to be fulfilled. Dimensioning is used for 
determining which network management system configuration or scaling in 
cloud should be chosen to the network managed by the customer. The concept 
of dimensioning is closely related to the concept of system performance. The 
system performance consists of hardware dimensioning parameters and 
workload parameters which determine the system capacity. 
In this thesis, a data-driven solution for network management system 
dimensioning is introduced. Since this approach is new to the product, the 
solution with all the required functionality is not in the scope of this thesis. 
However, the core algorithm with general guidelines to continuation is 
implemented. The main idea was to utilize the performance data of the network 
management system for predicting capacity usage and to use the information 
for more flexible and accurate dimensioning. However, for achieving 
trustworthy predictions, the important issue of uncertainty when mapping the 
seldom perfect or completely predictable real world to data matrixes must be 
recognized (Hand et al., 2001). The final goal is to develop a new algorithm for 
dimensioning modeling to solve problems risen with the previous 
dimensioning solutions and to answer future needs, while still understanding 
the limitations of data-driven solutions. 
Historically, many different dimensioning solutions for network 
management systems exist. In early the 1990’s, after the launch of the second 
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generation of wireless telephone technology, the first version of Nokia’s 
network management system was released. The earliest releases had one 
configuration, in which customers were instructed not to cross predetermined 
limits for capacity usage. Later on in the 1990’s, more configurations were 
offered. The numbers of second generation transceivers, mobile switching 
centres and home location register elements determined the capacity of each 
configuration. Even though both the networks and network management 
systems were a lot simpler than nowadays, the performance of the system was 
poorly understood, because early state network simulators became available 
only mid-nineties (Kuusela, 2015). 
The 21th century was a turning point in network technology. The 
functionality of the earlier network management systems had to be expanded 
with the support for third generation mobile network functionality, such as 
mobile internet access. Few configuration options were still offered, but it 
became necessary to increase the amount of hardware resources, such as 
memory and central processing units, inside a configuration. This created a 
need for more accurate dimensioning.  
A programmable solenoid controller simulator was used with data from 
real network elements to perform tests with different amounts of hardware 
resources. After some data points from simulator tests were discovered, the 
empty spaces in between were filled with values from a straight linear line 
which was drawn based on the few measured data points. According to T. 
Kuusela (personal communication, August 12, 2015) it soon became clear that 
estimating the configuration and the increase in performance was very time 
consuming. Therefore, the first multiple linear regression based dimensioning 
tool, with manually estimated coefficients, was created. 
By 2010, the fourth generation mobile network technology brought new 
functionality, such as mobile broadband internet access and voice services. The 
number of different types of network elements increased tremendously. At the 
same time, big changes to the capacity statement were implemented. The 
system became so complex that understanding the structure was very hard, 
being still simpler than nowadays. The customers also demanded more 
accurate information of the product performance than earlier. At start, capacity 
estimation was done with the same method as before, but as the new network 
management system was released in 2011, performance data were utilized 
instead of manual estimation in multiple linear regression modeling. This 
provided more precise estimations, but showed that more performance data 
from varying environments were needed. This proved to be a challenging task 
(Heinonen, 2015a). 
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The current version of the network management system and its successor 
releases brought completely renewed system architecture in 2014. Since the 
network management system and the managed networks again became more 
complex, the capacity estimation method of the sixth version did not work with 
the next one. At first, linear regression modeling was again attempted, but it 
soon became too complicated to implement due the lack of data, non-optimal 
predictor variable choices, and unsuitable tools. Thus, according to Heinonen 
(2015a), a new simplified system was quickly developed to be able to offer at 
least the same functionality as before.  
Due to the more complex environment and lack of time in the 
implementation phase, the current dimensioning tool has some consequential 
shortages (Heinonen, 2015a). Firstly, the modeling of both the capacity and the 
produced load is somewhat inaccurate, due to extreme simplification. 
Secondly, the publishing environment, a spreadsheet application, of the current 
tool is inflexible. Because of these issues each new product release required new 
test data to build new models on. Therefore, a more versatile and accurate 
dimensioning tool demanding less maintenance is necessary. 
Future challenges must also be paid attention to in developing a new 
dimensioning solution. First of all, cloud environment in which the products 
are likely to move on in near future allows more customer-specific 
configurations. To make use of this possibility, the capacity usage must be 
better known. Secondly, the more and more complex networks the customers 
are working with may be economically demanding. Therefore, the efficient 
usage of hardware must be taken in consideration. The dimensioning tool 
currently in use is not accurate enough to answer to these needs. 
The new solution for network management system dimensioning is 
designed to answer the challenges set by the shortages of the current and needs 
of the future dimensioning tool. For predicting the capacity usage, multiple 
linear regression method was chosen again, since the method has been working 
well in this environment once the choices for predictor variables are correct. 
Multiple linear regression method is also highly extensible to nonlinear 
relationships, if those are detected to describe a resource better than a linear 
model. The simplicity of the multiple linear regression model is also an 
advantage, because besides predicting the capacity usage, understanding the 
system dependencies is a useful, even necessary, side effect of the modeling 
algorithm. With these advantages, the multiple linear regression model was 
chosen over, for instance, the more complicated multivariate linear regression 
model and the less understandable neural network model. 
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Since one requirement for the solution was that it should be data-driven, the 
selection of the prediction variables to be included in a model must be based on 
the available data instead of predetermination. After exploring some subset 
selection methods, it was finally decided that only exhaustive methods give 
results that are trustable enough. As exhaustive calculation is computationally 
demanding, the branch-and-bound method, where some branches can be 
excluded from calculation, was preferred over the other exhaustive subset 
selection methods.  
Besides selecting the analysis methods, work involving the data preparation 
and the final algorithm had to be done. These include initial data analysis to 
ensure a good fit of the chosen model. Also, the pre-processing of the data was 
a time-consuming task, because much had to be learned and specified before 
any type of automation could be implemented. Selecting a suitable tool to 
implement the final algorithm with all the necessary features was also an 
important part of the work. In this thesis, the whole data mining process (Hand 
et al., 2001) from the initial steps to the implementation of the dimensioning tool 
and the evaluation of final outcome was carried out.  
Based on a test run with data from the usage of one resource of the network 
management system, the algorithm seems to work quite well. Linear 
relationships between the response variable and the predictor variables were 
detected, and the best of the models could explain approximately 75 % of the 
variation in data. Still, some issues were detected in test run, but it is very likely 
that the issues are solved once more data with more variation are available. 
Similar evaluation will be carried out with every system resource and other 
performance attributes once the data are available. This may lead to finding 
new issues with the algorithm. However, at this point of the work the results 
look promising.  
The theory behind the new network management system dimensioning 
solution is presented in Chapters 2–4. Chapter 2 is for the network related 
terminology and concepts. Chapter 3 presents the statistical model, multiple 
linear regression method for modeling resource usage and other performance 
indicators of interest. The problem of subset selection in regression analysis in 
reviewed in Chapter 4. Chapters 5 and 6 concentrate on what was done in 
practise: Chapter 5 gives an insight to the preparatory work and Chapter 6 
describes the resulting algorithm. Discussion on the subject as well as a test run 
with sample data is presented in Chapter 7, while in Chapter 8 the possible 
future work is described. Finally, the outcome of the work is concluded in 
Chapter 9.  
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2. Network management  
 
The model and framework from Telecommunications Management Network 
(International Organization for Standardization, 1989) is an international 
standard for network management having modules for fault, configuration, 
accounting, performance, and security (FCAPS). The network management 
system on which this work concentrates on is both for network and network 
element management and includes four of these five network management 
categories. Only accounting is left to the customer to carry out themselves. 
Every module category has a range of centrally accessed management 
functions, applications, and interfaces. All functionality is accessed centrally via 
a graphical user interface. 
For the newest version of the network management system, there are three 
existing configurations to match the requirements of the different sized 
networks. The configurations differ from each other by the number of managed 
integrated network elements, allocated hardware resources, and used virtual 
infrastructure setups. This is related to the main concept of this thesis, 
dimensioning. The idea of dimensioning is presented in Section 2.3, but for 
deeper understanding, the architecture and functionality of the particular 
network management system are first described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 
2.1. Architecture 
In Nokia’s earlier network management systems, all the functionality was 
paired with dedicated hardware, and services were allocated on physical 
servers (Nokia Solutions and Networks, 2015). From the first release of the 
current version, the system has been working on top of virtualized 
infrastructure, and physical servers act as a combined resource pool. The 
functionality is nowadays distributed to multiple virtual machines. In 
comparison to traditional infrastructure, the advantages of virtualization are 
clear: more efficient resource and hardware usage, reduced downtime, and 
more accurate scalability. On the other hand, defining the minimum capacity 
requirements is a substantially more complex process in the virtualized 
environment. 
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Figure 1. Nokia’s network management system architecture. 
 
As presented in Figure 1, the system is connected to network elements and 
lower-level systems, such as element manager systems or mediators, through 
southbound interfaces. The physical resources act as a resource pool for the 
whole infrastructure. The virtualized infrastructure is the link between 
hardware resources (HW) and virtual machines (VM):  It creates and maintains 
the virtual machines on top of the physical hardware. The virtual machines are 
then accessed by adaptations, applications, and services. Finally, the 
northbound interfaces are used for accessing users’ workstations, users’ 
external systems, and third-party software securely within the network 
management system.  
2.2. Modules 
The fault, configuration, performance, and security modules of the network 
management system contain different tasks (Nokia Solutions and Networks, 
2015). The three main tasks of the fault management module are to control the 
network monitoring process, to solve the most essential problems, and to detect 
and troubleshoot the disruption in the network services. The network 
monitoring system collects and processes alarms, the network fault indicators. 
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When a fault occurs somewhere in the network, an alarm is created. One 
network problem can cause multiple alarms in different network elements. The 
fault management system reduces the amount of the alarms by filtering, 
reclassifying, and compressing highly correlating alarms together, allowing the 
user to notice the real source of problems and start working on the solutions 
quicker. The network, or parts of it, can also be visualized based on 
geographical areas, workstation networks or transmission networks to trace 
alarms. 
The configuration management module is for identifying characteristics, 
provisioning changes, and verifying compliance with specified requirements of 
the network configuration data. The characteristics of configuration data are 
identified by viewing the consistency reports of different configurations 
managed by the system. Changes are provisioned by managing and editing 
different network elements and configurations. Compliance verification 
supports the starting and scheduling of different operations, such as the 
exporting and importing of files and the uploading and downloading of data. 
Reference configurations are managed in configuration management module 
category. 
The aim of the performance management module is to collect data for various 
activities. These include monitoring network functions and subscriber 
behavior, verifying the configuration of the telecommunications network, 
localizing potential problems, and providing services to mobile subscribers. 
Online-oriented performance monitoring displays real-time information on the 
network performance which is used mainly for accessing information of 
problematic cases. Offline-oriented performance reporting applications display 
information of the performance of the system over a chosen time period. This 
information can be used for troubleshooting, planning or optimizing the 
network.  
The security management serves the guidelines issued on confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability. These guidelines are realized by system hardening, 
user security, network security, and security supervision. The goal of these 
functions is to enforce and manage the security related information, and to 
maintain the general security of the system.  
2.3. Dimensioning 
Dimensioning in its traditional context is, alongside detailed radio system 
planning and optimization, one of the main phases in radio system planning 
process (Lempiäinen & Manninen, 2002). The goal of dimensioning is to 
initially draft the radio network configuration and deployment strategy, and to 
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define the essential parameter values and technologies. The dimensioning of 
the network management system studied in this thesis is a similar process. As a 
result of the dimensioning phase, the minimum capacity that still allows the 
requirements for the system to be met is defined.  
One target of Nokia’s network management system dimensioning is to 
determine a suitable system configuration or scaling in cloud for the network 
managed by the customer, based on the network topology and workload 
information (Nokia Solutions and Networks, 2015). On the other hand, the 
target can be to understand how much free capacity the existing network 
management system still has. These targets lead to the main goal of 
dimensioning the Nokia’s network management system, which is the ability to 
get fairly accurate estimations for the processing capability of the system, the 
system performance. 
System performance is considered good, when the system can handle the 
assigned tasks effectively, in timely manner. For the customer, system 
performance is related to user experience and usability, but for developers the 
subject is more complex. The factors having an effect on system performance, 
the performance parameters, can be divided to two categories: hardware 
dimensioning parameters and workload parameters. In Nokia’s network 
management system, there are dozens of performance parameters to be 
considered in dimensioning.  
Hardware dimensioning parameters describe the amount and the usage of 
hardware resources, such as central processing units or memory. The hardware 
determines the number of different types of operations, for instance the number 
of simultaneous users, the server can handle. In virtualized network 
management systems, the virtualized architecture operates independently from 
underlying hardware, while every virtual machine has a designated amount of 
hardware resources. 
Both in radio network and in network management system dimensioning, 
the system workload parameters describe the traffic in the system. The radio 
network traffic is mainly user actions and signaling between the network and 
user equipment. In network management systems, the traffic consists of events 
from administrative users, network elements, and external systems. An event 
can be, for instance, a network failure, a configuration change or a network 
performance change. 
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3. Multiple linear regression       
 
Multiple linear regression (Freedman, 2009) is used for both descriptive and 
predictive modeling (Hand et al., 2001). The model is constructed from a sample 
of data points, in which all variables are known. The simplest linear regression 
method for model fitting is ordinary least squares, where the sum of squared 
error is minimized for model creation. In descriptive analysis the features of 
existing data are modeled. For predictive analysis, the value of the response 
variable of a new case is predicted based on the predictor variables. In multiple 
linear regression, the response variable is represented as a linear combination 
of p predictor variables: 
 
                                
 
In the equation, Y represents the response variable and X’s are the predictor 
variables. The intercept ( 
 
) is the point where the regression plane, or in 
simple linear regression the regression line, meets the Y axis. The other  ’s are 
the coefficients for predictor variables, and   stands for the error of the model. 
Multiple linear regression should not be confused with multivariate linear 
regression model (Fujikoshi et al., 2010), in which more than one response 
variables are being predicted at once.  
 
 
Figure 2. Regression line. 
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Figure 2 presents the simple linear regression function which has one 
response variable Y and one predictor variable X (p = 1). The function is easy to 
visualize in two-dimensional space: The Y axis represents the response variable 
and the X axis represents the predictor variable. The regression line is an 
illustration of the regression equation. The intercept of the equation is    and 
the slope of the regression line,      , is  
 
, if the error   is assumed to be 
zero. When the coeffiecient    is zero, the Y value is the same as   . The 
variation orthogonal to the regression line is left unexplained by the model.  
To make reliable predictions with multiple linear regression, where the 
number of predictor variables is two or more (p > 1), the data must fulfill more 
demands than in simple linear regression. First of all, the relationship between 
the response variable and the linear combination of the predictor variables has 
to be linear. The lack of linearity affects model fit indicators, errors and 
residuals, and weakens the results of statistical significance tests.  Secondly, the 
predictors should not be correlated with each other, in order to prevent 
multicollinearity (Goldberger, 1991). Multicollinearity can be detected, for 
instance, by the variance inflation factor. Thirdly, some data points might be far 
away from others, often due to measurement errors or unmeasured variables. 
These data points are called outliers (Maddala, 1992). Hand et al. (2001) have 
also proven that with a small sample size, imprecise and biased estimates may 
appear. In this chapter some methods for ensuring reliable predictions are 
looked into: Measuring for the goodness of fit, handling multicollinearity, 
ensuring statistical significance, preventing erroneous modeling, and detecting 
the outliers of the model. 
3.1. Statistical significance of model and predictors 
In linear regression analysis, t- and F-tests (Kutner et al., 2005) for statistical 
significance are used for evaluating the model and its parameters. The results 
are for deciding whether the model is good enough for later use. When 
exploring the statistical significance of coefficient  
 
, common hypotheses are 
 
             
         
 
If the null hypothesis is rejected, there is a linear relationship between Y 
and    and the variable    may be a useful in the model. The t statistic is 
defined as 
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where s     is the standard deviation of    , which is the point estimator of   :  
 
    
                 
          
  
 
in which    and    are the means for  i’s and     . The test statistic follows the t-
distribution with n – p – 1 degrees of freedom (df), when the hull hypothesis holds. 
The null hypothesis is either accepted or rejected based on the two-sided t-test 
statistics: 
 
                                    
                      
 
In this formula,   is the significance level, that is, the probability to reject the 
null hypothesis, when it is true, n is the number of data points used for 
calculating the model and p is the number of variables in the model. A common 
value for   is 0.05, which means a five percent risk of concluding  
 
 to be 
significant, when it is not. Another method for choosing the correct hypothesis 
is by calculating the p-value and comparing it to the  -level. The p-value is the 
probability of observing a value as extreme as t.  If the p-value is lower than  , 
the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative one is accepted. 
Evaluating the intercept of the model is slightly different from evaluating 
the coefficients. However, the alternative hypotheses appear similar, even 
though in this case a linear relationship is not evaluated. The goal is to find out, 
if the intercept could be zero: 
 
             
          
 
The equation for the t statistics is the same as earlier: 
 
   
  
     
  
 
However, the point estimator calculation for  
 
 differs from that for  
 
: 
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The conclusions are made similarly in the significance test for  
 
  with the 
exception of degrees of freedom being n – 2. 
The full model can be evaluated with the following overall F-test. The test 
detects whether there is a regression relation between the response variable and 
the linear combination of the predictor variables. The null and the alternative 
hypotheses are: 
 
                     
                                  
 
The test statistic is 
 
    
   
   
  
     
           
  
 
where MSR stands for the regression mean squared, while MSE is for the error 
mean squared. The SSR, the regression sum of squares, is defined as follows: 
 
              
 
  
 
where the     is the predicted value and the   is the mean. The    , on the other 
hand, stands for the error sum of squares: 
 
              
 
  
 
 The n is the size of the sample and the p is the number of variables in the 
model. The null hypothesis can then be either accepted or rejected based on the 
following decision rule: 
 
                                    
                       
 
Also p-values can be used in overall F-test analysis. Many other types of tests 
for the statistical significance of both the model and the coefficients are 
available (Kutner et al., 2005). The test hypothesis may differ by context.  
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3.2. Model fit indicators 
As mentioned earlier, the idea of regression analysis is either to describe the 
data or to predict the response variable values of new data. To determine the 
goodness of a model and to compare alternative models, an indicator is needed 
to tell how well a model fits the data set. For this purpose Kutner et al. (2005) 
introduce a concept of the degree of linear association between the response and 
predictor values in the model. 
One commonly used indicator value for the degree of linear association is 
the coefficient of determination,      which has values between zero and one. 
The value has been described as a percentage of explained variation of the 
model (Freedman, 2009): 
 
       
   
    
  
 
where the SSTO represents the total uncertainty of prediction. The SSTO is 
calculated as follows: 
 
                     
 
   
 
A high    value indicates a good fit, even though a perfect model (   is 1) is 
extremely rare (Hand et al., 2001). The percentage is low in cases where the fit 
of the model is poor, for instance, when all the predictor variables are not 
measured or measurable, and, therefore, not included in the model.  
There are some limitations to be aware of when using    (Kutner et al., 
2005). Firstly, a high coefficient of determination does not necessarily indicate 
that good predictions can be made or that the estimated regression line or plane 
has a good fit. The prediction intervals can be very wide for the context, 
because only relative reduction is measured. Even though    indicates a good 
fit, the shape of the curve can be even nonlinear. Secondly, a low coefficient of 
determination does not always indicate that the response variable is not related 
to the predictor variables; it only means that the relationship between the 
variables is not linear. Thirdly, an important issue to note in multiple linear 
regression is that by including more variables in the model, the    value cannot 
be reduced. This may cause invalid results. One solution is to adjust    by the 
number of predictor variables of the model:  
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where both sums of squares are divided by the degrees of freedom associated 
with them, n being the sample size and p the number of predictors in the 
model. With this adjustment, adding a predictor variable may reduce the 
adjusted    value. A big difference between    and adjusted    values indicates 
invalid results. 
According to Kutner et al. (2005) no single descriptive measure can offer 
enough information on whether the model is useful for specific applications, 
and, therefore, descriptive measures should not be used separately. It depends 
on the field of study how high a measure is considered significant. According 
to Freedman (2009), in fields like sociology even 20 percent of explained 
variation might be remarkable, because of, for instance, large random effects 
and difficulties in measuring.  
3.3. Variance inflation factor 
Multicollinearity stands for predictors correlating with each other in the same 
model. In case of perfect correlation between predictor variables  1 and   , it 
can be shown that an infinite number of perfectly fitting, but totally different 
response functions with totally different response values can be found (Kutner 
et al., 2005). Usually predictors are not perfectly correlated, but the effects of 
multicollinearity still have some relevance. The main effect of multicollinearity 
is the impreciseness of predictions, although when new values are within the 
region of observations, the effect is not as drastic (Kutner et al., 2005).  
Multicollinearity can be detected by different methods. Big changes in 
regression coefficients, when a predictor is added, or deleted or a 
nonsignificant result from a test for individual predictor variables often 
indicate multicollinearity. Insensible coefficients and very wide confidence 
intervals often imply multicollinearity. A correlation matrix between predictor 
variables also shows high values for multicollinear predictors. One widely 
accepted method (Kutner et al., 2005) for multicollinearity detection is 
calculating the variance inflation factor (VIF). 
The variance inflation factor measures the inflation of variation in estimated 
regression coefficients as compared to when the predictor variables have no 
linear relationship between each other. The first step in calculating the variance 
inflation factor is to perform the least squares regression for each    of the 
model with all the other predictor variables left as predictors. The equation for 
      is 
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where  
0
 is the constant and   is the error. The next step is to calculate the 
variance inflation factor for  : 
 
      
 
     
   
 
The coefficient of determination,   
 , is calculated using the equation presented 
earlier. As a general guideline, if the largest variance inflation factor has a value 
over 10, the model should not be used for prediction (Kutner et al., 2005). 
3.4. Residuals 
Residuals measure the difference between the observed and the estimated 
values of the response variables. Residuals are used to study different types of 
departures from the model. These include nonlinear relations, error terms not 
meeting their assumptions for linear regression modeling, and missing 
important predictor variables (Kutner et al., 2005). Also highly influential 
values, outliers, can be detected with residuals. This will be discussed in Section 
3.5. 
Residuals for every data point are calculated by the following equation: 
  
            
 
In this equation,    is the observed value and     the fitted value for the response 
variable Y. The residual is closely related to the error term of the model: 
 
               
 
where       is the expected value for Y. The difference between the residual 
and the error term is that    is considered as the observed error, while    stands 
for the unknown true error of the model. In the regression model, the error 
terms are normally distributed random variables with zero mean and a 
constant variance. 
Therefore, the distribution of the residuals should have similar properties, if 
the fit of the model is correct. The median is expected to be close to zero. The 
absolute values of both the minimum and the maximum, and the first and third 
quarters of residual distribution should be close to each other. Any aberration 
of these values should be examined closely. However, the statistics might look 
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reasonable even when the fitted model is completely wrong. Residual plots 
may offer a better insight. 
Residual plots are used to illustrate the departures from the model, which 
they usually do more effectively than the regular scatter plots (Kutner et al., 
2005). This is demonstrated in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. A scatter plot and residuals. 
The left side of Figure 3 is a regular scatter plot between the response variable Y 
and the predictor variable X. The relationship between them seems quite linear. 
The right side of Figure 3 shows the residual plot for the same situation. In 
linear regression, residuals are supposed to disperse evenly along the 
regression line. Clearly, this is not the situation for this case since the data 
points form a curved pattern. A better fit and especially, better predictions 
would be found by fitting a curvilinear regression line. 
3.5. Outlier detection 
Outliers are data points located far away from other values in a data set 
(Maddala, 1992). The term outlier stands for cases with one or more extreme 
values and cases with substantially larger residuals than other cases in the 
model. In regression analysis the latter case is usually more influential (Bollen 
& Jackman, 1985). An outlier is often, but not necessary, also an influential data 
point that has a larger impact on the regression line than most other data points 
in the data set. Deleting an influential data point causes big changes to the 
model. According to Bollen and Jackman (1985) outliers may appear because of 
erroneous measurements, because important variables are omitted from the 
model or have not been measured at all, or even because they represent the 
natural variation in the data set. The outliers caused by the last reason usually 
blend into the data set, when the sample size is increased. 
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A regular scatter plot between the response variable and the predictor or in 
multiple regression the linear combination of the predictor variables can help to 
detect outliers, as presented in Figure 4.  
 
 
Figure 4. A scatter plot with two distinct outliers. The dashed line represents 
the location of the regression line after removing the outliers. 
Residual plots may help to reveal less obvious outliers. Also, some distance 
measures have been developed for outlier detection.  Bollen and Jackman (1985) 
emphasize that distance measures in outlier detection should not be used as a 
substitute, but as an aid for careful statistical analysis. 
Cook’s d stanc  (Cook, 1977) measures the influence of each case to n fitted 
values: 
 
    
             
  
   
        
  
 
where     is the fitted value for each n and        is the corresponding fitted value 
in which the ith case is removed from the fitting of the regression model.  The 
factor p is the number of variables in the model and MSE is the mean squared 
error. For the cutoff value for recognizing highly influential data points has two 
different points of view:        is suggested by Cook and Weisberg (1983) and 
         n is suggested by Bollen and Jackman (1985). Stevens (1984) points out 
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that Cook’s distance cannot always detect values as outliers, when both the 
response and the predictor variable have outlying values. 
Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936) measures the distance between a 
multi-dimensional data point                        
T and the data set distribution: 
 
                             
 
where                    
T is the mean vector and S represents the variance-
covariance matrix of the data. A large value for Mahalanobis distance indicates 
that the data point might be an outlier. The threshold value for outliers can be, 
for instance, a   -test result. For reliable results, Mahalanobis distance has to be 
calculated by robust regression methods (Filzmoser, 2004).  
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4. Subset selection in regression  
 
Given a set of X variables, the goal of subset selection in regression is to find 
such subset of variables that describes the variation of Y well. An ideal result is 
to be able to form a tight band of data points around the regression line or 
plane. The obvious goal is to the subset of variables that fits the data the best. 
For comparing linear regression models, there are many different criteria 
(Kutner et al., 2005) of which a few commonly used ones will be presented. Both 
   and adjusted   , which were described in Section 3.2 for model fit 
indication, are used also as model selection criteria. Another criterion for the 
model selection is Mallows’ C , first introduced by Mallows (1973).  Mallows’ C  
calculates the sum of squared error,    , for all fitted values: 
 
    
   
   
            
 
The n value is the number of data points used in the model creation, and p is 
the number of variables of the model, the predictor variables and the intercept. 
Usually, a smaller Mallows’ C  means a better fit. However, C      often 
indicates a positive bias, which may indicate too optimistic results. According 
to Daniel and Wood (1999), the best model is the one in which C  is closest to p 
+ 1 from above. The three criteria presented above usually give approximately 
the same results (Miller, 2002), but to be sure, all values should be taken into 
account in model selection. 
One significant issue – the problem of overfitting – occurs in every model 
building process (Miller, 2002). Overfitting appears when the same data are 
used both in selecting predictor variables for the model and in estimating the 
regression coefficients. Basically, an overfitted model describes the current data 
set very well, but fails to generalize to the whole data space. This problem can 
be overcome by distributing data to multiple subsets to have separate samples 
for training and validation.  
Dozens of algorithms, and variations of them, have been created for the 
tasks of subset generation and selection. The main factor in choosing the subset 
selection method is the environment, where the search will be applied in. For 
instance, a large amount of predictor variable candidates or complex 
relationships between them may have an effect on which selection methods are 
usable. In this chapter, a few commonly known methods for finding well-fitting 
subsets to be used in linear regression are looked into. Section 4.1 describes the 
stepwise selection methods, in which a single variable is either added to or 
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removed from the model in each step. Section 4.2 concentrates on exhaustive 
selection methods, in which all possible variable combinations are reviewed. 
4.1. Stepwise selection methods 
Stepwise subset selection stands for methods where the model is created step-
by-step, either by adding or removing variables from the model. In general, 
stepwise selection methods are efficient, but not as reliable as exhaustive 
methods. The stepwise subset selection methods described here are forward 
selection,  froymson’s method, and backward elimination. 
Forward selection (Miller, 2002) starts with no predictors in the model. The 
predictor variables are then added to the model one by one until adding a 
variable does not improve the model anymore or a predetermined stopping 
rule is met. A clear advantage of forward selection is its computational 
inexpensiveness. In the first step, when the model is empty, there are k 
calculations to be made, k being the total number of predictor variable 
candidates. The number of calculations decreases by one in every step. 
Therefore, if every variable is included in the model, the total number of 
evaluated subsets is          . On the other hand, the inexpensive algorithm 
has its downside: finding the best fitting subset is not guaranteed (Miller, 2002), 
especially in cases where linear combinations of predictors have more 
predictive value than individual variables.  
Backward elimination (Miller, 2002) is a reverse method to forward 
selection. At the start of the first step, all variables are included in the model. 
The effect of deleting each of the variables is evaluated one at a time. In least 
squares regression, the variable chosen for deletion is the one which leads to 
the lowest possible residual sum of squares for the rest of the model. The 
procedure is continued until the model cannot be improved anymore.  
The maximum number of calculations to be made in backward elimination 
is the same as in forward selection. In the first step, all the explanatory variable 
candidates are included in the model, and the effect of excluding every variable 
is evaluated. Therefore, the number of evaluated subsets is k, which is the 
number of candidate variables. The number of calculations to be made reduces 
by one in every step, resulting in the same maximum of evaluated subsets as in 
forward selection,          . In practice, backward elimination is often 
computationally far more demanding than forward selection because the 
models are usually kept relatively simple by including only some predictor 
variables (Miller, 2002): In a case of 50 candidate predictor variables of which a 
maximum of 10 are to be selected in the model, the first step in backward 
elimination includes 50 calculations, then 49, then 48, until the size of interest is 
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reached. In forward selection, the maximum number of calculations proceeds 
until 10 variables are included in the model.  
In comparison of forward selection, the backward elimination method tends 
to leave the linear combinations correlating with the response variable to the 
model more often (Mantel, 1970). Still, it is possible that backward elimination 
cannot find the best possible subset of each size, as, for instance, Berk (1978) has 
demonstrated.  
 froymson’s algorithm (Efroymson, 1960) is a modified version of forward 
selection (Miller, 2002). The first step is the same as in forward selection: The 
first predictor variable is added to the empty model. After an addition, it is 
checked, if any of the variables added earlier can be deleted without affecting 
the error sum of squares in the model. The variables are then deleted from and 
left in the model based on the calculated R-ratios. The procedure is continued 
till the model cannot be improved anymore. 
The criterion for variable addition in  froymson’s algorithm is calculated 
with the following R-ratio, where p is the number of variables in the model and 
k is the total number of candidate variables: 
 
  
            
              
  
 
In the equation, two different error sums of squares are calculated: the      
value is for the current subset of selected predictor variables and the        
value is the smallest error sum of squares that can be found by adding a new 
predictor variable to the current subset. The resulting R-ratio is then compared 
to the predetermined F-to-enter value with the selected risk level from F-
distribution, and if greater, the variable will be added in the model. The ratio 
for variable deletion in  froymson’s algorithm is calculated as follows: 
 
   
            
            
  
 
Again, two different error sums of squares are calculated. The      value is for 
the current selected subset of predictor variables, and the    
 - 
 value is the 
smallest value found by deleting one variable from the current subset. The R-
ratio is then compared to the predetermined F-to-delete value. If R is less than F-
to-delete, the variable is removed from the model.  
The maximum number of calculations in  froymson’s algoritm is 
significantly higher than in forward or backward selection. The first step 
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includes k calculations, and the rest of the steps include           
calculations, ending up in a total maximum of k . In practice, backward 
elimination might still be computationally more demanding. The algorithm 
performs better than forward selection in cases where some of the predictor 
candidates are highly correlated with each other, but it is still not guaranteed to 
find the best fitting subset (Miller, 2002).  
4.2. Exhaustive selection methods 
One very straightforward technique for subset selection in regression is 
generating all possible subsets. Naturally, with this method finding the best 
fitting subset is guaranteed. The clear disadvantage of this method is cost: the 
number of possible subsets of k candidate variables is  k- 1 which means that an 
additional variable approximately doubles the computational cost (Miller, 
2002).  
There are a few ways to reduce the cost of exhaustive search without losing 
information. Firstly, the maximum size of a resulting subset can be limited 
based on framework specific knowledge: It is unlikely that one response 
variable has dozens of predictor variables that all significantly improve the 
model. Secondly, a more effective branch-and-bound search algorithm can be 
implemented. Miller (2002) states that a combination of these actions is usually 
enough for enabling the exhaustive search even in large data sets. 
In a branch-and-bound search, all possible subsets of each size are divided 
into two branches: the ones that include the variable  1 and the ones that do 
not. These branches are then divided into two subbranches including and 
excluding    variable. This is continues, until at some point, a subset containing 
either  1 or    both gives a residual sum of squares a. Then suppose that the 
subbranch which excludes both  1 and    has a lower bound on the smallest 
residual sum of squares, the residual sum of squares for all the variables left, b. 
Now, if a is smaller than b, it can be reasoned that no subset of the same size 
from the subbranch without  1 or    can make a better fit than in the other 
subbranch. Therefore, the subbranch without  1 or    can be excluded from the 
search. Even more exclusions can be made, if the task is to find the best-fitting 
subsets of all sizes (Miller, 2002). Dividing the branches to two subbranches 
continues till every subset is either calculated or excluded from the search.  
The branch-and-bound method has the advantages of generating all 
subsets, because the best-fitting subset of each size is guaranteed to be found. 
The amount of computation can still be substantially reduced, especially in 
environments, where one or more variables are clearly dominant. Kariwala et 
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al. (2013) have recently introduced a pruning algorithm for speeding up the 
branch-and-bound method even more. 
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5. Algorithm requirements and preparatory work 
 
The concept of dimensioning stands for defining the minimum capacity 
requirements of a network or a network management system (Section 2.3). The 
goal of this study is to develop a new dimensioning modeling algorithm both to 
overcome the problems arisen with the earlier dimensioning models and to 
respond to future challenges. The main change from the previous dimensioning 
solutions is that instead of predetermined models, the new dimensioning 
modeling algorithm will generate models based on actual performance data. As 
earlier, the usage of every system resource or other application performance 
attribute will be modeled separately. The difference in the current approach is 
that the best load profile for every resource and other performance attributes 
will be searched from the space of all possible subsets of predictor variables. 
The resulting algorithm is described in Chapter 7. 
The network management systems operate in very complex environments 
which influences the dimensioning of the system. First of all, every customer 
has a different setup and a combination of external systems sharing the same 
hardware resources. Thus, it is important to collect enough data from different 
environments to ensure that the data describe the whole range of the resource 
usage. Secondly, new components are added with new releases. Naturally, the 
resource usage data of the new components is not available from customer 
environments before the release. Thirdly, it is very common that all of the 
predictor variables are not measured. The unmeasured variables can sometimes 
be seen as a source of outlying values in an otherwise well-behaving data set. 
These characteristics of the data do not necessarily cause problems, if they are 
acknowledged and handled properly.  
The first network management tool from Nokia was released in early 1990s. 
Tremendous changes have taken place after the first release, in both networks 
and network management. Therefore, also the network environment has 
become more and more complex during past years. At the same time, 
customers have started demanding more accurate predictions of resource usage 
and other performance indicators of interest as well as more tailored networks. 
Thus, understanding the performance of both networks and network 
management systems has become harder and more essential. The current 
dimensioning tool works with the complicated environment, but requires a lot 
of maintenance and testing to adapt to constant changes. 
In future, the differences in customer setups are likely to rise substantially, 
when the products move to cloud environment and the predefined 
configurations can be replaced with more exact, customer-specific 
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configurations. The need for more specific dimensioning is contributed by the 
customers of the network management systems, who are currently struggling 
with the economic demands of more and more complex systems, and start to 
appreciate both the efficient usage of current hardware and the possibility of re-
using old hardware. To answer this configuration need, the rough classification 
must be transformed to an elaborate regression. The new way of dimensioning 
is required both to overcome the problems of earlier dimensioning solutions 
and to prepare for future ideals.  
In this chapter, the requirements for the dimensioning of Nokia’s network 
management system (Section 5.1) are looked into. The available performance 
data are presented in Section 5.2 and the necessary pre-processing are 
described in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 looks into the challenge of selecting 
a suitable data analysis tool and presents R, the selected environment for 
statistical computing.  
5.1. Algorithm requirements  
The purpose of the dimensioning modeling algorithm is to find the best 
combination of variables to predict the usage of a hardware resource or other 
application performance attribute by using the multiple linear regression. To 
achieve rational and trustworthy predictions, some requirements for this model 
creation process must be stated. First of all, the variable selection must be data-
driven. Secondly, the models must be kept relatively simple. Thirdly, the 
models created by the algorithm must be reliable. 
Data-driven subset selection has a few advantages over using 
predetermined combinations of the variables. In the network management 
system framework, the resource usage varies between different customers, 
since every user can have a unique combination of internal and external 
applications. Resource usage is affected also when the system is updated and 
when more resources are added to the system. This makes the maintaining and 
updating of the models challenging and requires a lot of knowledge of the 
particular system when the predictor variables and factors are determined 
manually. The data-driven model generation method eases up the process 
substantially. Also, the possibility of human error is decreased and unknown 
relationships can be discovered. However, to achieve reliable results, a 
representative sample with enough data points must be available. It is 
important to note that the algorithm does not distinguish whether the 
relationship it finds between the variables is causal (Hand et al., 2001). 
The simplicity of the model is important mainly to keep the model 
understandable. Being able to understand how the model is constructed is 
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important to the engineers analyzing the network management system 
performance. A substantial challenge is to find a good balance between the 
accuracy and complexity of the model, since increasing one tends to decrease 
the other (Hand et al., 2001). Therefore, the question to ask is how much more of 
the variation has to be explained by the predictor variable candidate for it to be 
worth to be included in the model. In addition, the computational cost of the 
modeling must be considered. The implemented model generating algorithm 
emphasizes understandability: It selects simpler models over more complicated 
ones, and the maximum number of predictor variables can be limited, when the 
best subsets are generated. 
Generally, for a multiple linear regression model to be reliable it has to meet 
specified standards (Kutner et al., 2005). An algorithm meeting the 
requirements will generate the best possible subsets for predictive analysis. All 
the necessary statistics, which were described in Chapter 4, must be calculated 
in the model generation process, and thresholds for rejecting the model must be 
defined. The possibility for overfitting must be managed with external 
validation. Overlooking the reliability requirement can, especially in predictive 
analysis, cause serious consequences, such as very misleading predictions. 
5.2. Data features 
When generating models for resource usage estimation, some important issues 
must be considered. Firstly, representative data from the network management 
systems is needed. Secondly, to achieve generalizable results, it is important to 
have a large amount of data with enough variation. For these purposes data 
were collected from test environments, where simulators generate synthetic 
data which imitate the real network management system environment data. 
The test environment data are suitable, however, only for creating general 
guidelines, since every network has a different setup with a different 
combination of internal and external elements. Therefore, definite results 
cannot be achieved, until sufficient data from multiple different customer 
environments is available. 
In this environment, all the dimensioning variables can be divided into two 
classes: load variables and processing capability variables. One load variable 
represents one type of load the system has to manage with, for instance, load 
from application or user. Processing capability variables present the usage of 
both the hardware and software resources. Load variables are considered as 
predictors, while processing capability variables represent the response 
variables to be estimated. The variables are numerical and continuous, that is, 
the variables are measured either at interval or ratio level (Hand et al., 2001).  
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Some of the requirements for data suitable to be analyzed with multiple 
linear regression were discussed in Chapter 3. These were linearity between the 
response variable and predictor variables, no highly correlating predictor 
variables in a model and no highly influential data points. The linearity 
requirement is easily achieved in this framework, because up to the theoretical 
maximum capacity of a resource, a processing capability variable, the growth in 
resource usage is linear, if all the affecting factors are included in the model. In 
dimensioning, the area of interest is before the theoretical maximum value 
which is never to be exceed, so the requirement for linearity is met.  
The second requirement is not as easily achieved. In this environment, there 
are often multiple variables explaining almost or exactly the same variation of 
the data. For instance, in the load profile of performance management data, a 
load amount can be measured both in files and in counters. These two do not 
necessarily have to be multiplications of each other, but usually at least the 
correlation between them is very high. Luckily highly correlated predictors are 
easy to detect either in the pre-processing or in the model creation phase.  
The final requirement for the data can be achieved relatively easily. An 
environment specific feature is that if all the affecting factors are included in the 
model, no highly influential values appear, because the data are synthetic. 
However, often occasional peaks in resource usage are due to processes which 
are not measured or even measurable. Since the cause of a peak in this 
environment is typically known, the influential data point can be removed from 
the sample without consequences. Therefore, all the requirements for multiple 
linear regression can be met, it can be said that multiple linear regression is a 
suitable model for this environment. 
The most representative feature of the test environment data is that the 
values of the predictor variables are decided by testers, since each test has its 
predetermined characteristics in the load profile. These predictor variables 
naturally affect the response variable, the resource usage, which is to be 
estimated. The variation in resource usage within a test is usually low. 
Therefore, a single test round, a time frame for one simulator test to run with 
the predetermined load profile, appears as a cluster in the data, which is 
illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The test round 1 was operated with one third of maximum inserted 
counters in an hour and the test round 2 had the maximum load. Other CPU 
usage affecting factors were kept steady. 
When more and more test rounds with different load profiles are run, the 
clusters are slowly absorbed in the data mass. Having this many test rounds is 
rarely possible for all the measured resources. However, linear regression 
analysis can be applied with data even from fewer test rounds, because the 
growth in resource usage tends to be linear to the theoretical maximum 
capacity of the resource. In this approach, the empty space between the clusters 
is assumed to have linearly growing values with the same variance as the 
executed test rounds. 
Data from customer’s environment do not have a lot of variation, if the 
number of integrated network elements and allocated hardware resources stays 
the same. Therefore, data from a single customer act similarly as the data from 
separate test rounds, forming clusters in the data set. As with test round data, 
the space without data points in between the clusters would not be empty, if a 
complete set of data were available.  
The data were exported mainly from a system monitoring device. This data 
was highly granular: Almost all metrics are in separate files. One file includes 
the same measurement from all the resources, for instance, virtual machines, in 
which the measurement has values. In general, the unique key of a data point 
in an export file is the combination of the timestamp, the metric, the resource 
and the record. Some files may have missing data in some of the fields. The 
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timestamp represents the time when the metric, either a response or a predictor 
variable to be used in dimensioning,  was imported to the system monitoring 
device, not the time of the actual event. The ongoing goal is to collect all metrics 
in one database to ease up the mapping process for dimensioning and other 
purposes. Table 1 demonstrates the resulting form of data, which still requires 
processing before the analysis can be performed.  
 
metric resource timestamp value 
metric1 resource1 6/2/2015 17:00 980 
metric2 resource1 6/2/2015 17:13 52 
metric2 resource2 6/2/2015 17:13 6724 
metric1 resource1 6/2/2015 17:28 1020 
metric3 resource2 6/2/2015 17:42 102324000 
metric2 resource2 6/2/2015 17:50 9820 
metric1 resource1 6/2/2015 18:02 1000 
metric2 resource1 6/2/2015 18:15 73 
metric2 resource2 6/2/2015 18:15 8901 
metric1 resource1 6/2/2015 18:33 1230 
metric3 resource2 6/2/2015 18:38 164903857 
metric2 resource2 6/2/2015 18:50 10026 
Table 1. A simplified example the initial form of data. 
5.3. Pre-processing  
Due to the granularity of data collected from the system monitoring device, a 
slightly simplified version of the actual pre-processing procedure will be 
presented. For the dimensioning modeling algorithm, the variables are 
aggregated into one hour level, since some metrics only get values once in an 
hour, to be able to map the actions together and to find correlations. Table 2 
presents the suitable data format for the algorithm; only the separation of the 
response and predictor variables has to be done afterwards. 
 
timestamp 
metric1. 
resource1. 
mean 
metric2. 
resource1 
metric2. 
resource2. 
sum 
metric3. 
resource2 
6/2/2015 17:00 1000 52 16544 102324000 
6/2/2015 18:00 1115 73 18927 164903857 
Table 2. Two aggregated data points.  
As the response variable names in Table 2 show, the hourly arithmetic mean of 
metric1 is calculated for the resource1. For some variables the total number of 
measurements in an hour is summed up, as it can be seen in case of the metric2 
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for resource2 in Table 2. The metric type determines whether the mean, sum, or 
other statistic must be calculated for the table of aggregated values. The 
timestamp attribute in Table 2 is not provided to the dimensioning modeling 
algorithm, but presents how the variables are mapped together in the model 
creation phase. The algorithm does not perform mapping, but relies on the 
order of the parameters. 
One way to transform the data from the form presented in Table 1 to a 
suitable form for dimensioning algorithm modeling as presented in Table 2 is to 
first create columns for every unique combination of the metric and the 
resource. In practice, even more definitive columns may appear in the raw data 
table. The values under the columns are from the value field (Table 1). Since in 
this pre-processing step the table still has a row for every timestamp, there are a 
lot of empty cells, as can be seen in Table 3.  
 
timestamp 
metric1. 
resource1 
metric2. 
resource1 
metric2. 
resource2 
metric3. 
resource2 
6/2/2015 17:00 980 
   6/2/2015 17:13 
 
52 6724 
 6/2/2015 17:28 1020 
   6/2/2015 17:42 
   
102324000 
6/2/2015 17:50 
  
9820 
 6/2/2015 18:02 1000  
6/2/2015 18:15  73 8901  
6/2/2015 18:33 1230    
6/2/2015 18:38    164903857 
6/2/2015 18:50   10026  
Table 3. The data form after the first pre-processing step. 
The next pre-processing step is to specify an aggregate value for the hourly 
representation of each variable. Aggregating is risky, because processing an 
event sometimes continues to the next time slot. However, in one-hour level the 
risk is minimal, since events are usually scheduled to the start of the hour. 
Transforming data to one-hour level also requires some environment-specific 
knowledge for understanding which statistics can be used without losing 
important information. In practice, this step can be easier to implement after 
separating the columns to groups by indicator values. Environment-specific 
knowledge is also needed when the predictor variables must be found amongst 
the response variables.  
The granularity of the data can be dealt with in a few ways. One option is to 
perform the steps separately in all files and afterwards merge the tables based 
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on the timestamp. This requires more work in the first step, but the second step 
is easier to manage. The tables can also be merged before the first step, then 
performing the first step is fast but the second step is more complex.  
The idea behind the pre-processing procedure is quite simple, but in 
practice it includes a lot of time consuming work. Therefore, once the pre-
processing steps where determined and the requirements for the data became 
clear, the procedure was automated. Before that all the work was done 
manually and even more work was required due to the granularity and 
incompleteness of the data and mapping issues. Even though the unified data 
form and automation substantially reduced amount of manual pre-processing, 
some work is still required in addition to the described process. In total, the 
pre-processing of the data has taken dozens of hours. 
When a column is created for every unique combination of certain 
definitive column in original table, a combinatory explosion is a risk to 
consider. Luckily, the majority of the columns are for response variables which 
cannot explain each other. The amount of predictor variable candidates can be 
limited to those which affect either the same resource or the whole system. 
With these limitations, the size of the data matrix for a single response variable 
is likely to be closer to dozens of columns instead of hundreds. 
However, limiting the number of variables used in subset selection 
algorithms may still sometimes be necessary, especially if an exhaustive search 
has to be performed. There are some approaches that can be applied in this 
situation. First of all, when there are highly correlating predictor variable 
candidates, the ones with less correlation with the response variable can be 
removed, as mentioned above. Secondly, linear relationships between certain 
response and predictor variables are very unlikely. Still, in complex systems 
surprising elements can have an effect on each other.  
Naturally, when excluding the variables from calculation, the best possible 
subset is not guaranteed to be found. Removing variables is always risky, but if 
the environment is well understood by engineers, the number of predictor 
variable candidates can be limited. It should be noted that if computational cost 
is not an issue, there is no reason to rule any variables out before the subset 
selection procedure, since the variance inflation factor detects multicollinearity 
more reliably.  
5.4. Tools for data analysis 
Most of the requirements for the data analysis tool were not fully known at the 
start of the project, because the prediction model was yet to be decided. Only 
the need of some basic functionality, like reading data from and writing to 
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comma-separated value format and databases, were specified beforehand. It 
later became obvious that a popular and highly extensible tool having the basic 
statistical methods as well as data mining and data analysis techniques was 
needed. Therefore, R, an open source language and environment for statistical 
computing and graphics (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996; R Core Team, 2015) was 
chosen. R is available under the terms of GNU General Public License (Free 
Software Foundation Inc., 1991). R offers a large variety of functions for 
statistics, data analytics, and data mining. The comprehensive R archive 
network repository alone includes nearly 7000 packages for extending the R 
base functionality (The R Foundation, 2015). For computationally more 
demanding tasks, functions from traditional programming languages, such as 
C and C++, can be utilized.  
R has been described as “a dynamic, lazy, functional and object-oriented 
programming language with a rather unusual combination of features” 
(Morandat et al., 2012). The R language is heavily influenced by S and Scheme 
languages (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996). The main differences between R and S 
languages are, according to Morandat et al. (2012), the open source nature, 
better performance, lexical scoping and garbage collection of R. Being a 
combination of multiple different languages is an advantage, when useful 
features from different languages are combined (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996), and 
a disadvantage when considering its computational abilities (Morandat et al., 
2012).  
The R language is not the most efficient programming language, but its 
performance can be substantially increased by recognizing the bottlenecks and 
acting on them. Visser et al. (2015) have studied the subject from computational 
biology point of view, but the same ideas also apply to the network 
dimensioning field of study. Inefficient R-style loops can be replaced with 
vectorized C-style loops, dynamic data structures with oversized static 
versions, and the most time-consuming functions can be implemented in C 
code. R-functions frequently contain additional features which are often useful, 
but slow down the computation. If these features are not needed, implementing 
simple functions from scratch can reduce the calculation time. According to 
Visser et al. (2015), tremendous improvements in performance can be made by 
implementing these changes.  
It can be concluded that the basics of the R language are easy to learn, 
especially by computer scientists, but it has a steeper learning curve for efficient 
programming.  This is one of the reasons why R was chosen to be used for this 
project: Even though implementing the functions requires more knowledge of 
the system, reviewing and understanding the resulting program for later 
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purposes is quite easy. Other factors affecting the decision were the high 
accessibility due to the open source nature of R, the extreme flexibility of a 
Turing-complete programming language and easy solutions to almost any 
problem being available through the R-base or external packages. In 
conclusion, the requirements for the data analysis tool for this task were met. 
Another tool was considered to be used side by side with R. The purpose of 
this was to ease up the visualization and graphing process for employees 
without R-knowledge or time to learn it. Naturally, when a graphical user 
interface is added, flexibility is compromised. The goal was therefore to find a 
good combination of flexible function implementation possibilities and easy-to-
use visualization tools. Some options considered were Tableau (Tableau 
software, 2003)  and Alteryx (Alteryx Inc., 2010), which both have an intuitive 
user interface and a possibility to implement user’s own R functions. The final 
choice has not been made yet, and is not in the scope of this study.  
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6. Results   
 
The framework consists of dozens of response variables and predictor variable 
candidates. The purpose of the model generator is to be able to create and 
maintain trustworthy models for predicting the values for all the response 
variables with least human effort. However, a completely automated solution is 
likely to be too risky, because there is no way to assure that the sample is a 
good representation of the data. This is related to the general uncertainty in 
predictive analysis: The reality is not perfectly regular, and, therefore, no 
perfect models exist. Obviously, a good balance between automation and 
human effort has to be found to gain both an effortless and a trustable model.    
Multiple linear regression is a straightforward and traditional data analysis 
method. Several factors speak for its advantages in the network management 
system dimensioning. Firstly, the multiple linear regression with 
predetermined predictor variables has been successfully used before with 
earlier versions of Nokia’s network management system. This is due to the 
mostly linear relationships between the response and the predictor variables. 
However, if at some point it is found out that not all of the response variables 
have linear relationships with their predictors, the modeling process can be 
expanded to, for instance, logistic, logarithmic or curvilinear relationships. This 
leads to the second advantage of multiple linear regression, flexibility. Thirdly, 
the linear regression model is simple. This is important for achieving low 
computational cost, but also for understandability. Intelligible model ensures 
that its quality can be monitored with little effort and the effect of a single 
predictor variable can be detected. 
The subset selection algorithm for linear regression generates the best 
possible subsets with an exhaustive branch-and-bound search as described in 
Section 4.2. The reason for selecting an exhaustive search over stepwise 
methods is straightforward: The best possible subset is not guaranteed to be 
found with stepwise methods in this framework, because the relationships 
between the candidate predictor variables are manifold. From exhaustive 
search methods, branch-and-bound was an obvious choice, because it always 
allows the best result to be found, but with often requires significantly less 
computation (Miller, 2002). Moreover, if the number of predictor variable 
candidates exceeds the limit of variables that can be processed, a stepwise 
backward selection method can be used in preselecting variables for the 
branch-and-bound method.  
The generated models are evaluated with various tests of significance, 
model fit indicators, and variance inflation factors to be able to reject the 
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completely untrustworthy models and to rank the models from the best to the 
poorest. To avoid overfitting in subset selection, a 4-fold cross-validation is 
applied for the model fit indicator and residual standard error calculations. The 
algorithm returns all the ranked models that are not rejected based on the 
statistics so that the user has room for adjustments with several models to 
choose from instead of only one. Finally, the outlier detection procedure is 
applied, after which the models are ready to use. 
The running time of the algorithm depends on the number of predictor 
variable candidates and on the number of data points. A test with a very large 
number of both, predictor variable candidates and data points was run in few 
minutes, but a regular case with less than twenty predictor variable candidates 
was run in approximately fifteen seconds. Overall, even with the exhaustive 
branch-and-bound search the algorithm can be run in very modest time. 
The structure of the predictive model generation algorithm is previewed in 
this chapter. Section 6.1 gives a deeper insight in the input and the output of the 
algorithm and defines guidelines for output analysis. The external validation 
method, 4-fold cross-validation, is presented in Section 6.2. The outlier 
detection process to be applied is discussed in detail in Section 6.3. Finally, 
Section 6.4 describes the visualization and the usage of the models generated by 
the automated algorithm. 
6.1. Input and output  
The suitable input form for the algorithm was presented in Table 3. The 
response variable Y is passed to the algorithm as a vector. The predictor 
variable candidates, X’s, are passed in a data matrix. The data types chosen for 
the input are the simplest and the most efficient ones to process in R (Visser et 
al., 2015). The options were defined by the ready-made functions used in the 
dimensioning modeling algorithm. As mentioned in Section 5.3, pre-processing 
is needed to achieve the required input form.  
Table 4 presents the data form for the output of the algorithm. The name of 
the resource, the rank of the model, model fit indicators and other statistics are 
presented in the output data frame along with multiple linear regression 
models. One row in the output data represents one model: The one ranked the 
first is the best model for estimating the resource according to Mallows’ C . 
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Resource Rank 
Mallows’ 
C  
   
Adjusted
   
F-statistic p-value 
Y 1 2.89 0.80 0.6599 29.22 < 0.001 
Y 2 4.02 0.63 0.63 15.28 0.0358 
Y 3 4.22 0.61 0.61 24.13 0.0021 
Y 4 5.01 0.59 0.57 10.02 0.0411 
Y 5 5.38 0.59 0.57 11.99 0.0497 
Degrees 
of freedom 
Residual 
mean 
square 
Intercept 
Weight 
   
Weight 
   
  
Weight 
 n 
95 1.62 100 0.33 0.2 … 0 
100 1.68 150 0 0 … 0.5 
100 1.77 160 0.1 0 … 0.42 
95 6.84 90 0.35 0.25 … 0 
100 12.06 75 0.15 0 … 0.2 
Table 4. Output data format. 
The first column, resource, presents the name of the resource for which the 
model has been calculated. At this point, the rank variable ranks the model 
based on the Mallows’ C  variable. Still, to keep the model rank understandable 
and to allow the possibility for more intricate model ranking later on, both 
variables are included in the output separately. The    and adjusted   , F-
statistic and p-value are the indicator values for the fit of a model, as presented 
in Chapter 4. The residual mean square is the standard deviation for the 
residuals. Finally, the degrees of freedom indicate the number of data points used 
in the model calculation minus the number of parameters in the model. 
The first parameter of a model is the intercept, also known as  
 
, which was 
described in Chapter 3. All the predictor variable candidates have a weight 
( 
 
    
 
) assigned for each model. If the variable is not included in the model, 
the weight is zero.  
All the statistics describe slightly different aspects of the model allowing the 
combination of all the values to be taken into consideration instead of relying 
on a single statistic. The limits for good, average or poor models can be 
adjusted, when more data are available and data features are better known.  
6.2. External validation 
The problem of overfitting was briefly mentioned in Chapter 4: Using the same 
data for both subset selection and model training is likely to produce models 
that do not generalize to the whole data space when only a limited sample is 
available (Arlot & Celisse, 2010; Hand et al., 2001). This basically means that the 
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model describes the current data very well, but is less useful when predicting 
new values.  
In predictive analysis, a model can be evaluated with a score function either 
internally or externally (Hand et al., 2001). In internal evaluation, the same data 
are used both for training the model and evaluating it. One score function 
commonly used for internal evaluation in linear regression is Mallow    C , 
which was described in Chapter 4. In external validation, the data are split in to 
two or more exclusive samples: One or more for training, and one for 
validation. A model is generated from each of the training samples, while the 
score function for the model is calculated from the evaluation sample. Due to 
the independence of the selected samples, the score function value from the 
validation data is unbiased.  
The simplest external validation method is holdout, in which the data are 
divided into two separate sets, the training sample and the validation sample. 
The holdout method is computationally convenient, but the evaluation result 
might depend heavily on which data points end up in which data set. K-fold 
cross-validation is an improved version of the holdout method in which the data 
are divided into k data sets, and the training and evaluation is repeated k times, 
and the statistics for the score function value are calculated (Kohavi, 1995). In 
the k-fold cross-validation method, the impact of the data partitioning 
decreases but k times more computation is needed than in the holdout method. 
Hand et al. (2001) state that the data and the features of the problem should 
always have an effect in choosing a method for the model evaluation. In the 
framework of this study, some factors must be taken into account. Firstly, a 
computationally efficient method is necessary, especially because an exhaustive 
branch-and-bound search through the space of possible models is performed. 
Secondly, a lot of different data are collected which decreases the probability of 
selecting unbalanced data sets. As an external evaluation solution, k-fold cross-
validation was preferred over the holdout method in this study to reduce the 
bias in results. However, the value for k was kept relatively small, because of 
the computational cost. 
In this study, the k was set to four. The external validation process for the 
model started with a random division of the data to four equal-sized sets. The 
data from three of the sets was used for training the model and the one was 
used for validation. This was repeated until each of the sets was used for 
validation exactly once. The less biased validation results were then used for 
the model evaluation. 
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6.3. Outlier detection 
As mentioned in Section 3.5, the distance measures for outlier detection should 
not be used blindly, but as aids when trying to recognize highly influential data 
points. Therefore, a fully automated outlier detection method was not 
implemented. On the other hand, leaving the whole outlier detection process to 
the user is also risky. In search of a well-fitting model, even the data points 
representing the natural variation of data might be removed by the user, if no 
limits are set. Therefore, a combination of automated and manual outlier 
detection and removal was employed. The procedure consists of three phases: 
Calculating Mahalanobis distance for each data point, visualizing the outlier 
candidates to the user to decide if they should be removed, and reconstructing 
the model based on the user’s decision.  
Since Mahalanobis distance has performed well in test environments 
(Oyeyemi et al., 2015), it was chosen over Cook’s distance and other options. 
Mahalanobis distance is calculated separately for every data point, and the 
values are compared to the   -test result. The values that do not follow the   -
distribution with a five-percent level of significance are presented to the user as 
outlier candidates.  
 
 
Figure 6. Outlier candidates presented to the user. 
 
The outlier candidates are visualized with a scatter plot, where the actual 
values of the response variable are presented in the Y axis, and the predicted 
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values for the response variable are presented in the X axis (Figure 6). The 
predicted values are calculated from the linear combinations of the predictor 
variables, therefore flattening the multidimensional data to two dimensions. In 
an ideal situation the data points follow the regression line closely. However, 
distinct outliers tend to pull the regression line towards them which causes the 
model to describe the rest of the data less accurately, as illustrated in Figure 6, 
where the numbered data points represent the outlier candidates. The dashed 
line represents the placement of the regression line without the outliers.  
The user must decide in the situation represented in Figure 6 whether the 
outlier candidates, the data points 1 and 2, should be removed from the data. 
Since the decision will affect the accuracy of future predictions, all possible 
information to aid in decision making is provided. A general guideline in this 
framework is that outliers affected by known, but unmeasured factors can 
safely be deleted from the data set. Therefore, the legend, as presented in 
Figure 6, shows the timestamp and the source of the data point, for instance a 
customer or a simulator. Based on this information the user can track down the 
events of the particular system at the particular moment. If there are 
exceptional events that would likely affect the measured resource, the outlier 
can be removed reasonably safely. Also the value of Mahalanobis distance 
(MD) is provided for enabling the comparison of the effects of different outliers.  
Finally, if the user has decided to remove outliers from the data set based on 
the information provided by Mahalanobis distance measure, the model must be 
recalculated. The original model creation algorithm is employed again, and the 
resulting model is then checked for outliers. This is continued until no more 
outliers are found by Mahalanobis distance or the user decides that no more 
data points need to be removed. 
6.4. Visualization 
A linear regression model with only one predictor variable is easy to visualize 
with a scatter plot graph in which the response variable is in the Y axis and the 
predictor variable is in the X axis and the model is represented as a regression 
line, as demonstrated in Figure 2. Three or more dimensions are difficult or 
impossible to present with a scatter plot. Some possibilities are to present the X 
axis as the linear combination of all the parameters, which flattens the scatter 
plot to two dimensions, or to use the residual plot to present the distances 
between the data points and the regression line (Kutner et al., 2005). However, 
these visualization methods were too complicated to be easily understood by 
people unfamiliar with multiple linear regression modeling. Therefore, only the 
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current and predicted distributions of the response variable are visualized with 
box plot graphs, as presented in Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7. The realized and predicted distributions for the response variable 
values. 
 
Some statistics from both distributions are offered next to the graphs for 
analyzing the difference in resource usage with different loads. Since a box plot 
graph might not be familiar to users, a description is shown by clicking the 
question mark symbol at the bottom right corner. 
 Figure 8 presents how the model is constructed and offers an option to 
adjust the predictor variable values for generating predicted distributions. 
Under the Predictor variables heading the predictor variables and their weights 
are listed. For each predictor variable a few statistics, the minimum, maximum, 
and median, of their current and currently predicted distributions are shown. 
At the start, the predicted distribution has the same values as the current 
distribution. The values for the predicted distribution can be changed from the 
text entry boxes on the right side of the screen. The circled toggle signs 
determine if the values are increased or decreased. The new values for the 
predicted distribution are updated dynamically, as also the graph presented in 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 8.  Additional information on the model and the current and predicted 
distributions. 
 
These visualizations are needed to understand and to exploit the model 
better. Predicting how much resources are needed when the predictor variable 
load is either increased or decreased is the main idea in the network 
management system dimensioning. The maximum values in the box plots 
presented in Figure 7 show the current absolute maximum value for the 
resource. However, usually only a portion, for instance 80 percent, of the 
resource can be predictably used. This theoretical maximum can occasionally 
be exceeded without problems. Therefore, these visualizations can help 
determining whether a large enough portion of the distribution stays in the safe 
zone or if more resources are needed.   
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7. Discussion   
 
Analysing the results achieved by the model generator algorithm is difficult, 
because the work is still at an early state: This thesis can be considered as the 
first step to the right direction. The main reason for this is that not enough 
representative data have been available from the start. In addition, new issues 
have appeared during the research, as usual. A lot is still to be considered and 
some decisions may need to be revised.   
As stated in Section 5.1, the requirements for the algorithm were that it 
must be data-driven and the models created by it must be simple and reliable. 
Only automated search techniques were considered in solving the subset 
selection problem because of the first requirement. As one of the simplest data 
analysis methods, the chosen model, multiple linear regression, meets the 
second requirement. 
The last requirement, the reliability of a model, is not as straightforward as 
the first two. Firstly, measuring the reliability is tricky since no statistic alone 
can show whether the model is reliable. A good option is to consider many 
different measures and weight models based on them. Secondly, analyzing the 
reliability of a model cannot be properly done without enough data available. 
Therefore, a more thorough reliability analysis cannot be done until more data 
are available.  
At this point of the work, it appears that the algorithm has been fairly 
successful. However, many things can still change before the project is finished. 
The implementation of the algorithm still lacks some data-dependent 
components and the model and data maintenance are unfinished. Also, some 
additional functionality, which is discussed in Chapter 8, may be considered 
necessary or useful later on. 
In Section 7.1, the model and data maintenance, as well as adaptation to a 
certain environment are discussed. Different solutions are presented and 
discussed. In Section 7.2, a comparison between the new solution for 
dimensioning and the preceding one is presented. Comments from the 
developer of the previous dimensioning tool are also included. Finally, for 
simulating the functioning of the algorithm, a test run with sample data is 
performed in Section 7.3.  
7.1. Model maintenance and specification 
The data analysis process does not end once the models are created. For 
achieving good predictions during the life cycle of a model, maintaining and 
updating of data and the models are necessary (Hand et al., 2001). In this 
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environment, the data set changes all along, when new data points are 
constantly added, while some older data points become non-relevant. The 
challenge is to keep the data representative enough without losing important 
information. Bigger changes come with new releases, because new variables, 
both response and predictor, can be added. For new response variables a model 
must be created once enough data are available just as in the initial model 
creation phase. With new predictor variables all the models must be updated to 
ensure that all the predictor variables are included. 
The data set can be kept up-to-date, for instance, simply by removing the 
oldest data points while adding new ones. However, the implementation of the 
rotation is not straightforward, because enough variation both in time and 
values must be ensured. Also, when updates of the network management 
system are released, data from the latest update must be preferred. A data set in 
which the rotation is based on only few factors is likely to be biased. For 
instance, when selecting only a certain time period, the models might be 
created from biased sample. Therefore, minimum values for the number of data 
points, variation, and time period must be specified.  
Refreshing data and updating models often is computationally demanding 
and does not offer substantial improvements to the predictions. On the other 
hand, if the data set is refreshed rarely, the models will be outdated. One option 
is to refresh data regularly after a fixed time period, for instance, a week. 
Another, maybe computationally a less demanding way is to run the rotation 
after significant changes are made in data, such as software updates. However, 
automation for the latter option is quite a challenging task.  
The number of predictor variables may increase, or occasionally decrease, 
with new releases. Unless data are updated, this leads to a situation, where 
values for the new predictor variables are missing from the old data, and, 
therefore, the old data become outdated. In such a case, data collection can be 
started again, or the value for the new predictor variable in the old data can be 
set to zero. In the latter option, more data for model creation are available, but 
the new predictor variables do not have enough variation for model creation. In 
practice, a combined solution between the two options may be preferable, but 
evaluation is needed for finding the best solution. 
Maintaining and updating the models properly may not be enough for 
trustworthy predictions. Sometimes specialization for a particular customer 
environment is necessary. A common situation in customer environments is 
that third-party software has been included in the network management 
system. Commonly, the input load is not calculated from these elements. This 
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causes an unexplained change in the values of affected response variables, and 
the measures move further away from the regression line.   
One solution to this problem is collecting data from the particular customer 
environment and creating personalized models. The problem with this 
approach is that in one environment the data do not often have much variation, 
because the values for predictor variables tend to move only within certain 
limits. Therefore, developing the customer-specific models is likely to lead to 
biased predictions. However, if enough variation within the environment is 
available, this method could work very well. 
Another solution is to maintain a database table for the distances between 
the predicted and actual values. If the model fits the data, the mean for these 
values from a longer time period should stay close to zero. However, if the 
distances seem to be constantly large, or a repeating pattern of large distances 
within a certain time period is observed, the estimations can be corrected by 
adding the mean distance of the relevant data points to the original estimation. 
This method does not have an effect on the original models, but customer-
specific differences are still taken into account.   
7.2. Comparison with the previous solutions 
Compared to the current dimensioning solution developed in 2014, the new 
dimensioning tool differs both in principle and in usage. Even though linear 
regression modeling was utilized in earlier versions, the preceding 
dimensioning tool was based on predetermined limits due to the lack of data, 
non-optimal predictor variable choices, and unsuitable tools. The new 
dimensioning tool uses linear regression extended with an automated subset 
selection algorithm. This significantly reduces the amount of human effort 
necessary. 
The user interface is completely renewed for the new dimensioning tool. 
The previous versions have been used with spreadsheet applications that the 
tools have been developed on. One goal with the new tool was to expand the 
solution for customer use, which led to a need of a more sophisticated graphical 
user interface. The solution was a web-based application with appropriate 
visualization options. Unlike the previous solution, the new graphical user 
interface also presents the current data on which the predicted resource usage 
is based on. 
Naturally, even if the new tool has a more intuitive user interface, learning 
is still required from the end user like in most new systems. The new solution 
offers more information related to the subject. This information is presented 
with graphs and statistics, which may require some familiarity from the end 
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users. However, the new tool offers significantly more useful information than 
the earlier solution. 
The developer of the preceding dimensioning tool, Heinonen, mentions 
some differences between the solutions (2015b). According to Heinonen, the 
main development problems with the preceding tool were oversimplified 
capacity modeling, inaccurate modeling for produced load, and inflexible 
publishing environment. These issues were the starting point for the design of 
the new dimensioning tool, leading to the creation of the data-driven modeling 
algorithm running on top of R. The new dimensioning tool meets both the 
current and the future needs better than the old one.   
Heinonen (2015b) emphasizes that the capacity modeling of the preceding 
dimensioning tool for the network management system was very simple due to 
the lack of time and indicative data in the implementation phase. The modeling 
solution fiercely simplifies the load and data in different hardware 
configurations and does not take all the functionality or customer scenarios into 
account. Therefore, the capacity modeling of the preceding version can be used 
only to approximately estimate when the system capacity runs out. As a 
solution to this problem, the capacity modeling of the new dimensioning tool is 
entirely based on performance data, in which all measured input variables are 
included. 
Modeling the load produced by the managed network is also problematic in 
the previous dimensioning solution (Heinonen, 2015b). The modeling is based 
on theoretical calculations rather than real customer networks which causes 
inaccurate estimations. Therefore, the amount of resources is kept significantly 
higher than the estimations required to ensure enough capacity. The new 
solution produces more accurate estimations and needs less reserve, because 
data-driven algorithms are used.  
The spreadsheet application, on which the preceding dimensioning tool was 
implemented, restricts the maintenance and expandability of the dimensioning 
tool (Heinonen, 2015b). Also, implementing a functional and user-friendly user 
interface proved to be challenging the with the spreadsheet application. Some 
improvements the users have requested for are not possible without a lot of 
work. However, the spreadsheet application was a convenient choice, because 
it was already installed to the workstation of every user. The new dimensioning 
tool is a web-based application which allows many useful solutions, but is more 
complex and time consuming to develop. 
According to Heinonen, the preceding dimensioning tool supported only 
some of the possible configurations and enabled answering only some of the 
questions that arose. Another problem is that due to the shortages and 
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confidentiality issues, the tool can be distributed only to users inside the 
company. Unlike its predecessor, the new dimensioning tool has the potential 
to handle all these challenges.   
7.3. Test run with sample data 
In this section, the functioning of the new algorithm is introduced and 
evaluated with a sample of data from multiple comparable simulated network 
management system environments. The sample data (Appendix 1) has 516 data 
points and 11 dimensions. As it can be seen from Table 5, where some of the 
first data points are presented, the data matrix slightly differs from the one 
introduced in Table 2. Unlike in Table 2, the timestamp alone is not the unique 
key. The unique key is the combination of source and timestamp variables, where 
the source specifies the simulated network management system from which the 
data point is from. Nevertheless, because in this case different sources are 
comparable, all data points can be used for analysis. 
 
Source Timestamp Y                         
299 
12/15/2015 
04:00 
5579.9          1443 1474050 1184743 85922 1022 84 2.97 
300 
12/15/2015 
04:00 
5271.6 1.87     2080 2569286 1762973 89794 1235 73 3.09 
301 
12/15/2015 
04:00 
5060.2 2.24     2647 2986618 2041538 84537 1128 75 3.15 
302 
12/15/2015 
04:00 
6161.3 1.65     1910 1239121 1634375 86564 649 133 2.52 
299 
12/15/2015 
05:00 
7172.7 1.50     1679 2219022 1933074 90263 1321 68 3.17 
300 
12/15/2015 
05:00 
4648.9 1.66     1881 1965165 1319489 88021 1045 84 3.06 
301 
12/15/2015 
05:00 
4557.6 8.16     1029 1391021 2150000 79379 1352 59 3.06 
302 
12/15/2015 
05:00 
6385.5 3.03     3509 2688657 1507277 86338 766 113 2.80 
Table 5. The first data points from the sample data. 
 
As in Table 5, the sample data set has one response variable and eight 
predictor variable candidates. The response variable includes hourly means of 
the usage of a particular resource. The eight explanatory variables present all 
the measurable variables that have a possibility to affect the particular response 
variable. These variables are commonly used for observing the functioning of 
the network management system. The   ,   , and    variables are total sums in 
an hour, and the rest are hourly means. Suitable statistics for the data matrix 
were chosen by person with environment specific knowledge to ensure the 
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representativeness of the data set. Some statistics for the distributions of the 
response and predictor variable candidates are presented in Table 6. 
 
 Y                         
Standard 
deviation 
1801.8 65574348 748.63 1658276 623921 18987 1219.49 30.15 0.49 
Mean 3685.5 149329069 1500.6 3077182 1038199 101775 2356.79 55.81 3.14 
Median 3711.4 147230671 1411.5 2698453 596019 113471 2756 41 3.23 
Min 189.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Max 7689.5 338495925 3903 8961610 3211896 120279 5327 177 3.78 
Table 6. Some statistics for the variables in the sample. 
 
The models that the algorithm ranked the best are presented in Table 7 in 
the form introduced in Table 4. From    and adjusted    it can be seen that the 
differences in explained variance between the best models are very small. This 
was an expected result: Thepredictor variable candidates partly explain the 
same variance from different angles. Since multicollinear models were 
excluded in earlier phase, all models have good variance inflation factor values. 
The model ranked the best looks like a clear choice to forward with: It has the 
best value in every statistical indicator. 
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Resource Rank 
Mallows’ 
C  
   Adjusted    F-statistic 
Y 1 45.16 0.76 0.76 411.72 
Y 2 54.42 0.76 0.75 323.13 
Y 3 56.11 0.76 0.75 268.94 
Y 4 57.11 0.75 0.75 268.31 
Y 5 60.52 0.75 0.75 266.17 
p-value 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Residual 
standard 
error 
Intercept       
< 0.001 511 885.67 622.94 0 0 
< 0.001 510 888.97 635.64 
    
      
-2.10 
< 0.001 509 890.62 632.72 0 0.66 
< 0.001 509 895.27 551.76 
     
      
4.07 
< 0.001 509 898.89 668.70 
    
      
0 
 
   
 
               
0.0005 0 -0.08 0 41.57 2422.83 
0 0 -0.09 0 32.85 2856.88 
0.0003 0.0008 -0.03 -0.72 0 1682.28 
0.0009 0.001 0 -0.33 18.07 0 
0.0002 0.0007 -0.04 -0.72 0 1813.16 
Table 7.  The output from model generator algorithm with the sample data. 
 
The best models had approximately 75 % of explained variance (Table 7). 
This means that 25 % of the variation in data is left unexplained by the models. 
From the sample data set (Appendix 1) it can be seen that even if all predictor 
variable candidate values are zeros, some differences in the values of the 
response variable still exists. Because all possible and measurable predictor 
variable candidates are included, the variation unexplained by the model can 
be caused by the natural variation in the response variable, by the inaccuracy of 
the aggregations made in pre-processing phase, or by unmeasurable or 
inaccessible factors. However, whatever reason the unexplained variation is 
caused by, the explained variation is quite good.  
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The best ranked model is visualized in Figure 9. The Y axis presents the 
values for the actual resource usage, while the X axis presents the value for the 
predicted resource usage by the chosen model. The line in the scatter plot 
shows where the values for both the actual and predicted values are the same. 
The dots above the line represent cases where the actual value is higher than 
the predicted one and the dots below the line the other way around. The few 
outliers of the linear combination of predictor variables that can be seen in 
Figure 9 are not very distinct and can be left as they are. This type of plot 
visualizes the portion of unexplained variation in the model well.  
 
 
Figure 9. The relationship between the actual and predicted Y. 
 
From Figure 9 it also can be seen that some predictions are negative. These 
are not realistic in this framework, since negative capacity usage does not exist. 
At least in this case they do not have a great effect on the regression line, but to 
ensure the trustworthiness of the result and also to avoid biased predictions 
later on, the cause for below zero prediction should detected and handled 
properly. In this case, it seems that the few significantly lower values, still over 
zero, in    with the negative weight of    cause the situation. This problem will 
likely be solved once more variation in    is available in model creation, but 
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another possibility is to remove the data points with outlying values in single 
predictor variable and then predict only between those limits.  
Based on this model, the model generator algorithm works quite well. A 
linear relationship between the response and predictor variables was detected, 
and 76 % of the variation can be explained by the resulting model. The issues 
that were found are likely to be solved once more data with more variation is 
available, and at same time the model becomes more and more trustable. The 
model can already be used for estimating the resource usage, as long as the 
prediction interval is kept in mind. The true value of the algorithm can be 
determined once all resources are modeled after collecting the suitable data 
with a lot of variation. However, for this early state in the work, the results look 
quite promising. 
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8. Future work 
 
At this point of the process, after many brainstorming sessions and ambitious 
ideas, a rough division between what must and what can be implemented has 
been done. The former are already presented in Chapters 6 and 7, while this 
chapter concentrates on the latter: Ideas, which may or may not be 
implemented later on in the process, depending on future needs and resources 
available. Since the work is still in very early state, no detailed plans exist for 
the proposed features that are presented in this chapter. 
The theory behind polynomial and nonlinear relationships, as well as 
expanding the algorithm functionality to handle them, is discussed in Section 
8.1. The decision on whether to implement the algorithm to manage other than 
linear relationships depends on the features of future data. If it can be seen that 
the growth in resource usage acts polynomially or nonlinearly, extending the 
algorithm becomes necessary.  
Deeper understanding of the network management system is the aim of the 
application area introduced in Section 8.2. Discovering and visualizing the 
strengths of relations between variables is not a part of network management 
system dimensioning, but utilizes the output of the automated model 
generation algorithm. The decision of the fate of this feature will be made once 
the more essential parts of the user interface have been completed. 
8.1. Nonlinear relationships 
In the network management system framework it is possible, even probable, to 
find relationships between the response and predictor variables that cannot be 
modeled with ordinary linear regression models, even though linear regression 
can in some cases be a relatively good approximation. However, response 
variables with nonlinear relationships can be important and need to be 
modeled with appropriate regression technique. Some common nonlinear 
relationships are, for instance, exponential or logistic. The polynomial 
regression model, a special case of the general linear regression model, is also 
introduced in this section. 
The ordinary simple or multiple linear regression models include only first-
order parameters. The polynomial regression models are considered linear in 
the parameters, despite of the nature of the response function (Kutner et al., 
2005). In polynomial regression models, the parameters can be, for instance, 
quadratic or cubic, forming regression lines similar to ones presented in Figure 
10. 
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Figure 10. Polynomial regression lines. A quadratic function on the left and a 
cubic function on the right.  
 
Polynomial regression models can often give good approximations of the 
training data rather than describe the real data space accurately (Kutner et al., 
2005). This causes problems when new data do not fit inside the range of the 
training data. Using polynomial regression models for prediction is still 
possible if the limits of the response variable are known and the data points are 
distributed evenly within that range. 
 
 
Figure 11.  Nonlinear regression lines. An exponential function on the left and a 
logistic function on the right. 
 
The regression lines of two nonlinear models, the exponential and logistic, 
are presented in Figure 11. As it can be seen, in the exponential model the 
growth of the Y value is moderate at the start, but escalates fast once the X 
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value crosses a certain limit. Many response variables in network management 
follow the exponential regression curve when all possible values are measured. 
However, in dimensioning the focal point is in the linearly growing part at the 
start, which represents the predictable usage before the theoretical maximum 
point. After the theoretical maximum the resource usage often grows 
exponentially which is a situation to avoid in network management system 
dimensioning. 
In a logistic model, the growth in the response variable starts moderately, 
continues rapidly and slows down again, as presented in Figure 11. The logistic 
regression model is commonly used for estimating binary type variables. Some 
continuous variables that can naturally be divided to two low-variance clusters 
are often also treated as binary, and, therefore, the logistic regression model is 
applied. These variables are quite common in the network management system 
environment. Some system events are preset to the certain moment of a day, a 
week or other time period from which it only has values from. The values for 
those variables from other moments are zero. Since the variation of these 
variables is not high enough for trustworthy linear regression analysis, logistic 
regression analysis should be applied instead. 
Including polynomial or nonlinear regression models to the subset selection 
search can be tricky. The computational cost increases tremendously if all 
different regression models are calculated for all possible subsets to be able to 
compare the models. A more efficient option would be implementing the actual 
subset search for only linear models and afterwards calculating if other model 
fits better. However, this method is not guaranteed to find the best models for 
the response variables.  
8.2. The strength of relations between variables 
To fully understand the operation and functionality of Nokia’s network 
management system, a lot is still to be explored. The knowledge on the system 
helps to predict and prepare for otherwise surprising events and changes. 
Besides the main purpose of the model generator algorithm, finding models 
which offer good predictions for resource usage, the same output can be used 
for getting a better understanding of the system dependencies, for instance, by 
presenting statistics indicating the strengths of relations between variables.  
Firstly, all the predictor variable candidates that affect the certain response 
variable must be discovered, including those that have been discarded in model 
creation. This is a challenging task, because the effect of one predictor variable 
is not always clear and may easily disappear to the variation caused by other 
factors. Secondly, the strengths of the found relationships must be calculated in 
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order to find which factors are more important than others. Finally, the 
relationships and their strengths must be visualized understandably for people 
unfamiliar with statistical methods. Various different methods can be utilized 
to complete these tasks (Kutner et al., 2005). 
At first, it may seem that the predictor variables in the best model are the 
variables that affect the response variable, which is not always the correct 
conclusion. Some predictor variable candidates are discarded in the model 
creation phase due to multicollinearity or other issues. However, when 
exploring the relations in the system, the discarded predictor candidate 
variables can still offer significant information.  
One good option for finding the variables that have an effect on the 
response variable is to utilize the output matrix from the model generator 
algorithm. The model ranked the best is in the first row, but other models that 
also exceed the predetermined limits for statistics are included in the output 
matrix. Therefore, even if a variable with an effect on the response variable is 
not, for some reason, included in the first model, it is included in one of the 
models. Thus, the predictor variable candidates with a relationship with the 
response variable are the variables which have a value other than zero at least 
in one of the models. 
Once the variables with an effect on the response variable are found, the 
strength of the relation must be measured. The value for the coefficient cannot 
be used for this purpose, because it depends on the absolute values of the 
variable (Kutner et al., 2005) in the data and thus is not comparable. An easy 
solution is to calculate the correlation coefficients between the response 
variable and all the variables included to any of the models. The correlation 
coefficients can then be compared (Kutner et al., 2005), and the variables with 
the most effect on the response variable can be found. 
For a wider perspective, the dependencies and their strengths must be 
visualized. One option is to present the variables in an order from highest to 
lowest correlation coefficient. However, a problem with this approach is that 
the order of variables, with close to equal correlation coefficients, may change 
without real changes in system, depending on the data used for current models. 
Naturally, this can be confusing to the user. To minimize this effect, the 
predictor variables from all the models can be classified based on the 
distribution of the calculated correlation coefficients. For instance, the classes of 
high, moderate, and low correlation coefficients can be presented to the user 
together, therefore preventing small changes in correlation coefficients affecting 
the visualization.  
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9. Conclusions 
 
In this thesis, an algorithm for modeling capacity usage in network 
management system environment was designed and implemented. The goal 
was to utilize the performance data from the system to achieve more flexible 
and accurate solution for dimensioning. The chosen method was multiple 
linear regression with an exhaustive branch-and-bound search for subset 
selection. Also, techniques for external validation, outlier detection, and 
visualization were specified, even though the available data in this point of the 
process did not allow thorough evaluation for these methods. 
Throughout the work, getting enough representative and varied data was a 
challenge, because the data collection framework was simultaneously in 
progress. However, the simultaneous development was also an advantage, 
because the data collection framework defined the needs for the modeling 
algorithm and the demands of the modeling algorithm determined some 
specification in data collection and storing. Due to lack of data, this work 
formed to be a proof of concept, evaluated with only a fraction of actual data 
which described the usage of only one resource. However, the resulting 
algorithm was implemented as a general solution that can be applied to any 
data in correct format.  
Other big challenges during the work were the pre-processing of the data 
and the evaluation of the resulting models. The pre-processing proofed to be a 
demanding task, and it was clear that automation is necessary as soon as 
possible. In evaluating the resulting models, it is clear that external validation 
must be applied. Determining the goodness of models is not straightforward: It 
was found out to be characteristic that there is not a one correct answer on how 
to model the capacity usage, but many close to equal options. Choosing the 
most trustable model from the offered options may be difficult. 
Despite of all the challenges that were faced, a good state with the new 
network management system dimensioning solution was achieved. The 
solution reached the point, where the continuation of the work is 
straightforward, if the quality of data can be ensured. The slow, but inevitable 
progress finally proofed that dimensioning network management systems by 
utilizing the performance data is not only possible, but also very educative for 
understanding the inner dependencies of the system.  
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Appendix 1: The test run data 
          
source timestamp Y X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 
299 2015-12-15 04:00:00 5579.9 1.24E+08 1443 1474050 1184743 85922 1022 84 2.97 
300 2015-12-15 04:00:00 5271.6 1.87E+08 2080 2569286 1762973 89794 1235 73 3.09 
301 2015-12-15 04:00:00 5060.2 2.24E+08 2647 2986618 2041538 84537 1128 75 3.15 
302 2015-12-15 04:00:00 6161.3 1.65E+08 1910 1239121 1634375 86564 649 133 2.52 
299 2015-12-15 05:00:00 7172.7 1.5E+08 1679 2219022 1933074 90263 1321 68 3.17 
300 2015-12-15 05:00:00 4648.9 1.66E+08 1881 1965165 1319489 88021 1045 84 3.06 
301 2015-12-15 05:00:00 4557.6 81680798 1029 1391021 2150000 79379 1352 59 3.06 
302 2015-12-15 05:00:00 6385.5 3.03E+08 3509 2688657 1507277 86338 766 113 2.8 
299 2015-12-15 06:00:00 6739.9 2.09E+08 2457 2346533 1484394 86029 955 90 3.02 
300 2015-12-15 06:00:00 4296.2 1.7E+08 1983 1848942 1485964 86617 933 93 2.88 
301 2015-12-15 06:00:00 6130.6 2.08E+08 2349 2108925 1646184 88515 898 99 3.03 
302 2015-12-15 06:00:00 5075.7 1.1E+08 1307 1970077 2186243 84432 1507 56 3.08 
299 2015-12-15 07:00:00 7305.3 2.2E+08 2530 2788790 1614402 87000 1102 79 3.2 
300 2015-12-15 07:00:00 5111.6 1.78E+08 2050 2009584 1631421 86973 980 89 2.84 
301 2015-12-15 07:00:00 4733.9 53957484 622 762728 1502217 86748 1226 71 2.96 
302 2015-12-15 07:00:00 5356.1 2.47E+08 2883 2702093 1993702 86014 937 92 2.93 
299 2015-12-15 08:00:00 5696 1.53E+08 1876 1543039 1785774 81687 823 99 2.68 
300 2015-12-15 08:00:00 4492.7 87191971 1035 1469269 3071024 86895 1419 61 3.23 
301 2015-12-15 08:00:00 5592 3.03E+08 3427 3129255 1403469 88540 913 97 2.93 
302 2015-12-15 08:00:00 5259.1 1.53E+08 1736 2112721 1511176 87873 1217 72 3.2 
299 2015-12-15 09:00:00 4958 1.82E+08 2099 1602709 1343704 86596 764 113 2.61 
300 2015-12-15 09:00:00 2879.6 1.17E+08 1354 1096349 2192465 86649 810 107 2.85 
301 2015-12-15 09:00:00 6498.3 1.95E+08 2244 3284149 1565115 86840 1464 59 3.17 
302 2015-12-15 09:00:00 6791.8 2.03E+08 2356 2274366 1669517 86324 965 89 3.12 
299 2015-12-15 10:00:00 5637.3 1.77E+08 1999 2714848 1941568 88569 1358 65 3.27 
300 2015-12-15 10:00:00 3977.5 1.29E+08 1488 1137837 1361522 86740 765 113 2.63 
301 2015-12-15 10:00:00 4573.5 2.03E+08 2460 2508734 1646579 82425 1020 81 2.99 
302 2015-12-15 10:00:00 7042.2 1.84E+08 2121 1890899 1543590 89550 892 100 2.86 
299 2015-12-15 11:00:00 5849.3 1.28E+08 1481 2184940 1482873 87328 1476 59 3.2 
300 2015-12-15 11:00:00 5293.3 2.24E+08 2675 1260175 1522549 83573 471 177 1.88 
301 2015-12-15 11:00:00 5360.7 2.35E+08 2699 2950837 1743775 87273 1094 80 3.19 
302 2015-12-15 11:00:00 5134.5 1.15E+08 1260 1880068 1924296 91046 1492 61 3.22 
299 2015-12-15 12:00:00 6705.7 1.83E+08 2031 3901641 1908606 89981 1921 47 3.42 
300 2015-12-15 12:00:00 2632 1.22E+08 1469 982210 1213671 82763 669 124 2.5 
301 2015-12-15 12:00:00 4414.8 2.17E+08 2456 2096346 1370275 88236 854 103 2.72 
302 2015-12-15 12:00:00 7143.5 1.73E+08 2071 1271606 1958944 83756 614 136 2.58 
299 2015-12-15 13:00:00 5459.9 2.4E+08 2735 2202544 1547326 87920 805 109 2.59 
300 2015-12-15 13:00:00 6200.8 1.59E+08 1790 2325194 1769469 88932 1299 68 3.32 
301 2015-12-15 13:00:00 5943.4 1.71E+08 2120 2330453 1621393 80537 1099 73 3.14 
302 2015-12-15 13:00:00 4435.2 1.26E+08 1419 1399486 1703872 90005 986 91 2.92 
299 2015-12-15 14:00:00 5622.7 2.27E+08 2624 2188163 2014627 86428 834 104 2.89 
300 2015-12-15 14:00:00 4242.7 1.24E+08 1389 1942478 1936100 93005 1399 67 3.27 
301 2015-12-15 14:00:00 6781.3 1.83E+08 2216 1923692 1371059 82389 868 95 2.7 
302 2015-12-15 14:00:00 4153.4 1.58E+08 1818 2175434 1731114 87045 1197 73 3.16 
299 2015-12-15 15:00:00 5364 1.92E+08 2202 1745755 1053987 87176 793 110 2.81 
300 2015-12-15 15:00:00 4954.3 1.39E+08 1628 2488847 2127494 85284 1529 56 3.25 
301 2015-12-15 15:00:00 4515.3 1.16E+08 1365 1007259 1364628 85124 738 115 2.75 
302 2015-12-15 15:00:00 6441.9 2.53E+08 2887 3024655 2261537 87591 1048 84 3 
299 2015-12-15 16:00:00 5427 1.53E+08 1816 2363802 1464846 84205 1302 65 3.15 
300 2015-12-15 16:00:00 4256.8 2.14E+08 2442 2361318 1377820 87675 967 91 3.09 
301 2015-12-15 16:00:00 4644.8 59982446 652 542456 1905665 91998 832 111 2.34 
302 2015-12-15 16:00:00 7097.5 2.72E+08 3157 2996878 2119154 86073 949 91 2.95 
299 2015-12-15 17:00:00 4562 1.09E+08 1291 1056916 1515014 84070 819 103 2.95 
300 2015-12-15 17:00:00 4661.5 1.25E+08 1453 1439875 2300720 86359 991 87 2.89 
301 2015-12-15 17:00:00 5115 1.27E+08 1431 2060177 1465215 88577 1440 62 3.26 
302 2015-12-15 17:00:00 7322.6 3.38E+08 3903 3712054 1558095 86727 951 91 2.92 
299 2015-12-15 18:00:00 5689.9 2.66E+08 3016 2781423 1402517 88104 922 96 2.88 
300 2015-12-15 18:00:00 4468.2 64844578 780 855516 2284116 83134 1097 76 3.12 
 2 
301 2015-12-15 18:00:00 5312.9 1.54E+08 1791 2041024 1276964 85839 1140 75 3.16 
302 2015-12-15 18:00:00 5439.6 2.13E+08 2471 2582139 1973517 86332 1045 83 2.98 
299 2015-12-15 19:00:00 4920.9 2.05E+08 2465 1907325 1376616 82979 774 107 2.77 
300 2015-12-15 19:00:00 5463.5 1.89E+08 2136 1757100 1498056 88519 823 108 2.83 
301 2015-12-15 19:00:00 4278.4 91895241 1123 1418300 1569802 81830 1263 65 3.11 
302 2015-12-15 19:00:00 6569.6 2.15E+08 2365 3186246 2072835 91052 1347 68 3.2 
299 2015-12-15 20:00:00 6287.5 3.23E+08 3668 2637923 1342749 88191 719 123 2.62 
300 2015-12-15 20:00:00 4057.4 68087723 837 1150370 2941394 81347 1374 59 3.21 
301 2015-12-15 20:00:00 6465.9 1.49E+08 1680 2261291 1933141 88910 1346 66 3.2 
302 2015-12-15 20:00:00 4569.9 1.55E+08 1850 2201954 1661685 83572 1190 70 3.16 
299 2015-12-15 21:00:00 5619.6 2.19E+08 2472 2719069 1404962 88738 1100 81 3.18 
300 2015-12-15 21:00:00 5653.1 1.69E+08 1983 1696682 1340890 86905 856 101 3.01 
301 2015-12-15 21:00:00 6192.3 1.86E+08 2139 2219902 1841516 86802 1038 84 2.82 
302 2015-12-15 21:00:00 3666.5 1.25E+08 1510 1631826 2100423 82535 1081 76 2.95 
299 2015-12-15 22:00:00 4359.3 1.37E+08 1624 1824178 1560469 84183 1123 75 3.11 
300 2015-12-15 22:00:00 5711.5 2.49E+08 2803 2774361 1693557 88734 990 90 3.08 
301 2015-12-15 22:00:00 6503.8 1.27E+08 1462 1759497 1639119 86546 1203 72 3.06 
302 2015-12-15 22:00:00 4694.1 1.87E+08 2184 1908780 1685622 85628 874 98 2.74 
299 2015-12-15 23:00:00 4726.1 1.57E+08 1931 1669562 1300654 81121 865 94 2.94 
300 2015-12-15 23:00:00 5345.3 56444497 612 1182056 1267808 92230 1931 48 3.3 
301 2015-12-15 23:00:00 5369 1.46E+08 1736 2736682 2288511 86707 1576 55 3.26 
302 2015-12-15 23:00:00 5615.1 3.31E+08 3750 2651837 1417277 88270 707 125 2.66 
299 2015-12-16 00:00:00 5231 1.08E+08 1206 1041344 1150806 89218 863 103 2.72 
300 2015-12-16 00:00:00 4639.7 1.88E+08 2078 2750325 2162852 90536 1324 68 3.07 
301 2015-12-16 00:00:00 5814 1.41E+08 1770 1472715 1105166 79664 832 96 2.96 
302 2015-12-16 00:00:00 5772.8 2.65E+08 3040 3005334 2192865 87008 989 88 3.06 
299 2015-12-16 01:00:00 5285.4 2.41E+08 2753 2011033 1348084 87531 730 120 2.81 
300 2015-12-16 01:00:00 5917.9 1E+08 1189 2066380 2437557 84489 1738 49 3.39 
301 2015-12-16 01:00:00 5484.2 1.92E+08 2348 1738560 1664320 81979 740 111 2.34 
302 2015-12-16 01:00:00 5149.1 1.64E+08 1768 2442063 1483948 92688 1381 67 3.32 
299 2015-12-16 02:00:00 6552 1.57E+08 1736 2251306 2129924 90487 1297 70 3.2 
300 2015-12-16 02:00:00 5575.6 2.67E+08 3092 2665576 1739743 86361 862 100 2.83 
301 2015-12-16 02:00:00 5927.1 1.9E+08 2189 2134515 1183527 86960 975 89 2.92 
302 2015-12-16 02:00:00 4509.7 84758315 1057 1213838 1727340 80188 1148 70 3.16 
299 2015-12-16 03:00:00 5265.7 1.71E+08 1930 1675247 1411739 88804 868 102 2.86 
300 2015-12-16 03:00:00 5199.6 1.67E+08 1987 2541743 1830381 84230 1279 66 3.28 
301 2015-12-16 03:00:00 4290.7 67468287 740 865196 1536085 91173 1169 78 3.06 
302 2015-12-16 03:00:00 7256.4 2.91E+08 3400 3178505 2116237 85712 935 92 2.85 
299 2015-12-16 04:00:00 6108.7 1.35E+08 1581 1008397 1130588 85656 638 134 2.55 
300 2015-12-16 04:00:00 5712.9 1.83E+08 2029 2128680 2061059 90355 1049 86 2.99 
301 2015-12-16 04:00:00 5799.2 2.15E+08 2424 3727885 1844223 88796 1538 58 3.27 
302 2015-12-16 04:00:00 5094.9 1.65E+08 2033 1397398 1730138 80945 687 118 2.63 
299 2015-12-16 05:00:00 6476.2 1.17E+08 1330 1810515 1345134 88268 1361 65 3.07 
300 2015-12-16 05:00:00 6394.6 2.17E+08 2486 1812846 1726626 87361 729 120 2.68 
301 2015-12-16 05:00:00 5381 2.17E+08 2515 2141755 1590888 86302 852 101 2.83 
302 2015-12-16 05:00:00 4618.8 1.5E+08 1770 2510258 2452872 84629 1418 60 3.34 
299 2015-12-16 06:00:00 6796 2.5E+08 2829 3398561 2520089 88279 1201 73 3.11 
300 2015-12-16 06:00:00 5493 1.96E+08 2280 1746658 1206992 86368 766 113 2.83 
301 2015-12-16 06:00:00 5193.7 1.23E+08 1439 1488532 1839035 85608 1034 83 2.99 
302 2015-12-16 06:00:00 4545.6 1.32E+08 1556 1643317 1479174 84826 1056 80 2.98 
299 2015-12-16 07:00:00 6539.3 1.61E+08 1782 2075917 2022650 90248 1165 77 2.89 
300 2015-12-16 07:00:00 4513.4 1.25E+08 1428 807954 1026901 87656 566 155 2.3 
301 2015-12-16 07:00:00 5218.3 3.05E+08 3483 4209147 3211896 87647 1208 73 3.24 
302 2015-12-16 07:00:00 5872.8 1.06E+08 1357 1167305 1659148 77968 860 91 2.86 
299 2015-12-16 08:00:00 5540.4 1.85E+08 2203 2337030 2409993 84077 1061 79 3.12 
300 2015-12-16 08:00:00 5559.6 1.59E+08 1783 1585473 1640265 89437 889 101 2.89 
301 2015-12-16 08:00:00 5585.1 1.25E+08 1411 1713303 1890504 88761 1214 73 2.9 
302 2015-12-16 08:00:00 4884.8 2.28E+08 2666 2627120 1312566 85606 985 87 3.04 
299 2015-12-16 09:00:00 4983.9 90693369 1147 1201900 1335066 79070 1048 75 3.05 
300 2015-12-16 09:00:00 5586.6 1.62E+08 1870 1452370 1280931 86723 777 112 2.96 
301 2015-12-16 09:00:00 6041.6 2.24E+08 2487 3329427 2084694 90027 1339 67 3.18 
302 2015-12-16 09:00:00 5259.8 2.28E+08 2620 2294746 2070037 86839 876 99 2.75 
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299 2015-12-16 10:00:00 5447.8 1.24E+08 1416 2040830 2836894 87947 1442 61 3.13 
300 2015-12-16 10:00:00 3301 1.03E+08 1183 1348282 1930271 87044 1140 76 3.21 
301 2015-12-16 10:00:00 7689.5 2.48E+08 2929 2474960 1296972 84614 845 100 2.78 
302 2015-12-16 10:00:00 4578.1 2.21E+08 2515 2391920 1377252 87706 951 92 3.02 
299 2015-12-16 11:00:00 5421.6 1.7E+08 1986 1867967 1667300 85355 941 91 2.96 
300 2015-12-16 11:00:00 4408.5 81544781 951 1544084 2212236 85861 1624 53 3.05 
301 2015-12-16 11:00:00 6818.6 2.05E+08 2382 2748502 1401283 85933 1154 74 3.09 
302 2015-12-16 11:00:00 4447.7 2.39E+08 2710 2095431 1685937 88189 773 114 2.9 
299 2015-12-16 12:00:00 3870.6 55406920 655 1541084 2741788 84801 2353 36 3.43 
300 2015-12-16 12:00:00 5709.8 2.7E+08 3196 2500320 1391444 84505 782 108 2.72 
301 2015-12-16 12:00:00 5333.7 2.51E+08 2878 1706268 1471870 87374 593 147 2.36 
302 2015-12-16 12:00:00 6251.1 1.21E+08 1336 2516747 1871085 90791 1884 48 3.46 
299 2015-12-16 13:00:00 6564.5 2.62E+08 2812 3437674 2205345 93152 1223 76 3.14 
300 2015-12-16 13:00:00 3928.1 1.76E+08 1988 2156962 1326243 88771 1085 82 3.02 
301 2015-12-16 13:00:00 4741.4 91427330 1079 1050503 1334827 84733 974 87 3.17 
302 2015-12-16 13:00:00 6089.8 1.73E+08 2229 1630626 1469839 77449 732 106 2.59 
299 2015-12-16 14:00:00 4976.3 1.87E+08 2213 1625176 1300056 84425 734 115 2.7 
300 2015-12-16 14:00:00 4111.4 1.17E+08 1269 2517656 1730845 92228 1984 46 3.32 
301 2015-12-16 14:00:00 4858.5 1.45E+08 1616 2236249 1670727 89517 1383 65 3.2 
302 2015-12-16 14:00:00 7335.8 2.5E+08 2966 1879762 1723976 84227 634 133 2.63 
299 2015-12-16 15:00:00 5263.1 2E+08 2296 1974094 1899713 86893 860 101 2.82 
300 2015-12-16 15:00:00 5435.7 1.44E+08 1740 2028039 1531428 82563 1166 71 3.1 
301 2015-12-16 15:00:00 4969.9 1.64E+08 1879 2321768 1672773 87291 1236 71 3.13 
302 2015-12-16 15:00:00 5682.8 1.92E+08 2158 1943908 1594608 88975 901 99 2.94 
299 2015-12-16 16:00:00 4188.1 1.47E+08 1792 2479999 1487863 82175 1384 59 3.29 
300 2015-12-16 16:00:00 6335.7 1.78E+08 2003 2003405 1796625 89019 1000 89 2.73 
301 2015-12-16 16:00:00 5977.3 2.19E+08 2538 2046087 1604984 86138 806 107 2.94 
302 2015-12-16 16:00:00 4424.2 1.53E+08 1720 1728267 1723686 88857 1005 88 2.99 
299 2015-12-16 17:00:00 4870.2 2.19E+08 2489 1634697 1665982 88019 657 134 2.33 
300 2015-12-16 17:00:00 6107.8 1.13E+08 1258 1728438 1688227 90313 1374 66 3.28 
301 2015-12-16 17:00:00 6947.5 2.2E+08 2586 3504281 1686282 85076 1355 63 3.2 
302 2015-12-16 17:00:00 3882.7 1.5E+08 1772 1406676 1520825 84532 794 106 2.95 
299 2015-12-16 18:00:00 4869.8 1.86E+08 2122 2971572 1178364 87488 1400 62 3.25 
300 2015-12-16 18:00:00 5721 1.45E+08 1699 2242085 1597285 85068 1320 64 3.25 
301 2015-12-16 18:00:00 4744.4 95051756 1111 825100 2810677 85555 743 115 2.52 
302 2015-12-16 18:00:00 5386.6 2.77E+08 3167 2232665 1923162 87376 705 124 2.6 
299 2015-12-16 19:00:00 4407 1.1E+08 1370 1317867 1364654 80112 962 83 2.95 
300 2015-12-16 19:00:00 6427.5 1.77E+08 2030 2075592 1419847 87359 1022 85 3.07 
301 2015-12-16 19:00:00 5142.5 2.02E+08 2279 2490121 2418809 88630 1093 81 3.08 
302 2015-12-16 19:00:00 5048.2 2.08E+08 2375 2378066 1782677 87536 1001 87 2.9 
299 2015-12-16 20:00:00 5660 1.65E+08 1838 1459570 1643317 89824 794 113 2.7 
300 2015-12-16 20:00:00 5124.8 2.07E+08 2404 2372911 1620959 85901 987 87 3.09 
301 2015-12-16 20:00:00 6402.8 2.29E+08 2728 2245493 1557286 83948 823 102 2.83 
302 2015-12-16 20:00:00 4531.7 1E+08 1120 2194869 2257835 89452 1960 46 3.28 
299 2015-12-16 21:00:00 4594 2.03E+08 2390 2586126 1399293 84834 1082 78 3.13 
300 2015-12-16 21:00:00 6175.7 1.15E+08 1345 2228400 2370500 85314 1657 51 3.27 
301 2015-12-16 21:00:00 5205.2 2.53E+08 2869 2048078 1521738 88253 714 124 2.64 
302 2015-12-16 21:00:00 5072.5 1.31E+08 1493 1410090 1593936 87571 944 93 2.87 
299 2015-12-16 22:00:00 5324.7 2.32E+08 2714 1636951 1879143 85710 604 142 2.5 
300 2015-12-16 22:00:00 5991.7 2.36E+08 2629 2797849 1792820 89893 1064 84 2.94 
301 2015-12-16 22:00:00 5328.5 1.5E+08 1810 1599650 1240437 82624 884 93 2.85 
302 2015-12-16 22:00:00 4858.3 77682402 888 2221297 1586053 87480 2501 35 3.58 
299 2015-12-16 23:00:00 5171 1.82E+08 2086 2169434 1299726 87319 1040 84 3.25 
300 2015-12-16 23:00:00 5683.1 1.46E+08 1585 2256019 2539674 92347 1423 65 3.19 
301 2015-12-16 23:00:00 3762.2 1.1E+08 1349 1572655 1036276 83377 1166 71 3.03 
302 2015-12-16 23:00:00 6206.5 2.54E+08 3011 2246394 1917592 84451 746 113 2.57 
299 2015-12-17 00:00:00 5282.6 58725100 691 1384177 1816896 84986 2003 42 3.39 
300 2015-12-17 00:00:00 4348.2 3.09E+08 3527 2651826 1522124 87690 752 117 2.67 
301 2015-12-17 00:00:00 5736.9 2.42E+08 2773 3197949 1367352 87359 1153 76 3.14 
302 2015-12-17 00:00:00 5952.1 87744893 1073 1026165 2147988 81775 956 86 2.92 
299 2015-12-17 01:00:00 6112.2 1.89E+08 2251 2104802 1477558 84140 935 90 3.07 
300 2015-12-17 01:00:00 5014.9 2.16E+08 2469 2701251 2230537 89877 1093 82 3.12 
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301 2015-12-17 01:00:00 4800.2 1.64E+08 1961 1672642 1381150 83427 853 98 2.64 
302 2015-12-17 01:00:00 5658.4 1.22E+08 1375 1729614 1607107 88798 1257 71 3.07 
299 2015-12-17 02:00:00 6315.9 1.41E+08 1523 1332550 1810618 92799 875 106 2.63 
300 2015-12-17 02:00:00 5424.4 2.67E+08 3174 3811349 1401648 84001 1201 70 3.19 
301 2015-12-17 02:00:00 4919.2 69558120 818 927850 2015241 85034 1134 75 3.09 
302 2015-12-17 02:00:00 5723.1 2.16E+08 2492 2166219 1525243 86528 869 100 2.88 
299 2015-12-17 03:00:00 6369 1.39E+08 1641 1840952 1856614 84884 1122 76 3.05 
300 2015-12-17 03:00:00 5150.5 1.05E+08 1262 1285833 2992544 83290 1019 82 3 
301 2015-12-17 03:00:00 5295.1 3.29E+08 3737 3653706 1249513 87971 978 90 2.96 
302 2015-12-17 03:00:00 5340.5 1.21E+08 1379 1468905 1323944 87627 1065 82 3.06 
299 2015-12-17 04:00:00 7141 66269111 704 1198998 1782491 94132 1703 55 3.44 
300 2015-12-17 04:00:00 4909.5 2.43E+08 2863 2792486 1693483 85048 975 87 2.93 
301 2015-12-17 04:00:00 5608.1 3.2E+08 3771 3031448 1288786 84880 804 106 2.76 
302 2015-12-17 04:00:00 4148.5 71746765 760 1248432 2224379 94404 1643 57 3.33 
299 2015-12-17 05:00:00 7668.7 1.52E+08 1739 2278025 1814456 87691 1310 67 3.19 
300 2015-12-17 05:00:00 5396.9 1.7E+08 1950 2025595 1401655 87136 1039 84 2.77 
301 2015-12-17 05:00:00 5032.9 2.01E+08 2347 2246515 1795731 85805 957 90 3.06 
302 2015-12-17 05:00:00 4148.3 1.75E+08 2028 1711927 1563138 86064 844 102 2.96 
299 2015-12-17 06:00:00 6006.1 2.07E+08 2480 2701468 2924078 83669 1089 77 3.07 
300 2015-12-17 06:00:00 6148.8 1.96E+08 2250 2295294 1458338 87090 1020 85 3.14 
301 2015-12-17 06:00:00 4232.1 1.05E+08 1109 935296 1399928 94455 843 112 2.43 
302 2015-12-17 06:00:00 6124.9 1.87E+08 2216 2275183 1927873 85255 1027 83 3 
299 2015-12-17 07:00:00 4757.3 1.33E+08 1504 1392958 2069523 88255 926 95 2.93 
300 2015-12-17 07:00:00 5317 2E+08 2409 1915441 1862633 82950 795 104 2.63 
301 2015-12-17 07:00:00 3946.7 1.3E+08 1347 2837954 1628323 96214 2107 46 3.49 
302 2015-12-17 07:00:00 7508.1 2.38E+08 2828 2126682 1292462 84198 752 112 2.73 
346 2015-12-14 05:00:00 1114.9 19150885 166 542233 605008 115367 3266 35 3.31 
347 2015-12-14 05:00:00 577.1 28719983 259 366289 587937 110888 1414 78 1.98 
348 2015-12-14 05:00:00 1432.7 39173777 336 1503333 601015 116589 4474 26 3.59 
349 2015-12-14 05:00:00 1202.5 33587355 288 1026145 568534 116623 3563 33 3.55 
346 2015-12-14 06:00:00 1068.1 14272341 120 639222 611728 118936 5327 22 3.71 
347 2015-12-14 06:00:00 1124.9 36513249 320 947231 599993 114104 2960 39 3.28 
348 2015-12-14 06:00:00 1223.1 44934202 398 903415 591000 112900 2270 50 2.91 
349 2015-12-14 06:00:00 1154 24912208 211 948132 571187 118067 4494 26 3.65 
346 2015-12-14 07:00:00 1371 37659013 326 1027642 603921 115518 3152 37 3.38 
347 2015-12-14 07:00:00 655.1 18110088 158 427547 595001 114621 2706 42 3.04 
348 2015-12-14 07:00:00 2289.5 43652882 376 1707874 585989 116098 4542 26 3.66 
349 2015-12-14 07:00:00 470.6 21076661 186 273589 582150 113315 1471 77 1.98 
346 2015-12-14 08:00:00 2618.3 36444481 303 1392118 606536 120279 4594 26 3.78 
347 2015-12-14 08:00:00 1655.7 59704078 531 1376635 578464 112437 2593 43 3 
348 2015-12-14 08:00:00 374.2 19685324 172 481336 583566 114450 2798 41 3.13 
349 2015-12-14 08:00:00 391.3 4931473 46 189259 604215 107206 4114 26 3.57 
346 2015-12-14 09:00:00 790.9 8121216 74 334418 564284 109746 4519 24 3.63 
347 2015-12-14 09:00:00 1964.4 71327910 624 1621464 590108 114308 2599 44 3.14 
348 2015-12-14 09:00:00 1219.5 32516238 276 1142845 595629 117812 4141 28 3.49 
349 2015-12-14 09:00:00 371.9 8666636 75 339273 612025 115555 4524 26 3.73 
346 2015-12-14 10:00:00 2801.9 63408362 556 1562851 591637 114044 2811 41 3.17 
347 2015-12-14 10:00:00 1717.9 76531932 684 992211 579936 111889 1451 77 1.96 
348 2015-12-14 10:00:00 2262.7 92597946 818 2013806 586132 113200 2462 46 2.96 
349 2015-12-14 10:00:00 1337.7 47649414 420 890100 599535 113451 2119 54 2.9 
346 2015-12-14 11:00:00 2938 82878273 701 2575951 602148 118229 3675 32 3.55 
347 2015-12-14 11:00:00 4544.9 1.71E+08 1513 3925989 588187 113215 2595 44 3.1 
348 2015-12-14 11:00:00 3861.6 1.5E+08 1304 4651863 589865 114684 3567 32 3.43 
349 2015-12-14 11:00:00 2302.5 80290465 696 2594242 586697 115360 3727 31 3.45 
346 2015-12-14 12:00:00 3280.8 98570597 848 2969266 582340 116239 3501 33 3.41 
347 2015-12-14 12:00:00 4109.1 1.72E+08 1491 4681601 588959 115332 3140 37 3.31 
348 2015-12-14 12:00:00 2478.4 84174564 734 2402298 604423 114679 3273 35 3.43 
349 2015-12-14 12:00:00 3440.3 1.31E+08 1143 3744208 588335 114192 3276 35 3.34 
346 2015-12-14 13:00:00 2952.9 79300128 705 2219740 590274 112482 3149 36 3.34 
347 2015-12-14 13:00:00 3869.1 1.52E+08 1319 4073987 596018 114959 3089 37 3.34 
348 2015-12-14 13:00:00 3851.8 1.34E+08 1180 3979129 584043 115350 3373 34 3.37 
349 2015-12-14 13:00:00 2623.9 1.18E+08 1019 3511321 594265 116278 3446 34 3.4 
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346 2015-12-14 14:00:00 3103.7 75917152 661 2543100 584378 114852 3847 30 3.53 
347 2015-12-14 14:00:00 4307.9 1.79E+08 1557 4755639 592201 114961 3054 38 3.26 
348 2015-12-14 14:00:00 3942.4 1.47E+08 1295 3989339 585464 113471 3081 37 3.3 
349 2015-12-14 14:00:00 2577.9 80671516 683 2463922 602986 118113 3607 33 3.51 
346 2015-12-14 15:00:00 3471 1.03E+08 899 3030445 592730 114969 3372 34 3.39 
347 2015-12-14 15:00:00 5691.4 2.76E+08 2436 5788374 588222 113154 2376 48 2.98 
348 2015-12-14 15:00:00 3992.8 1.48E+08 1306 3931236 583583 113369 3010 38 3.24 
349 2015-12-14 15:00:00 2564.9 80649710 677 2573892 602780 119128 3802 31 3.51 
346 2015-12-14 16:00:00 4597.9 1.12E+08 987 3802876 579834 113419 3853 29 3.51 
347 2015-12-14 16:00:00 5534.3 2.33E+08 2040 6108751 589601 114112 2994 38 3.28 
348 2015-12-14 16:00:00 4939.6 2.31E+08 1997 6473859 594883 115705 3242 36 3.34 
349 2015-12-14 16:00:00 3660.7 1.48E+08 1270 4242514 595172 116531 3341 35 3.4 
346 2015-12-14 17:00:00 4531.9 1.44E+08 1248 4466573 594859 115390 3579 32 3.5 
347 2015-12-14 17:00:00 4724.1 2.33E+08 2071 6241510 585349 112549 3014 37 3.29 
348 2015-12-14 17:00:00 5315.4 2.12E+08 1821 5788740 594367 116632 3179 37 3.29 
349 2015-12-14 17:00:00 3469.4 1.34E+08 1154 4131177 589933 116386 3580 33 3.42 
346 2015-12-14 18:00:00 5013.2 2.19E+08 1941 4714654 583560 112887 2429 46 3 
347 2015-12-14 18:00:00 3940.4 1.63E+08 1408 4576469 591523 115645 3250 36 3.32 
348 2015-12-14 18:00:00 4492.2 2.03E+08 1760 6500004 594762 115301 3693 31 3.5 
349 2015-12-14 18:00:00 3718.5 1.39E+08 1184 4836197 595995 117248 4085 29 3.59 
346 2015-12-14 19:00:00 4102.1 1.4E+08 1197 4377238 591319 116624 3657 32 3.47 
347 2015-12-14 19:00:00 4718.5 2.53E+08 2191 6704881 596020 115425 3060 38 3.28 
348 2015-12-14 19:00:00 4473.4 2.36E+08 2074 6344449 587466 113582 3059 37 3.32 
349 2015-12-14 19:00:00 3693.9 95830043 833 3202108 584551 115042 3844 30 3.49 
346 2015-12-14 20:00:00 4188.9 1.55E+08 1342 5366031 589005 115190 3999 29 3.59 
347 2015-12-14 20:00:00 4139.4 2.44E+08 2155 6118333 589445 113057 2839 40 3.17 
348 2015-12-14 20:00:00 3527.7 1.9E+08 1655 4123635 590361 114621 2492 46 3.05 
349 2015-12-14 20:00:00 4588.7 1.35E+08 1137 5013497 595734 119047 4409 27 3.62 
346 2015-12-14 21:00:00 2808.5 1.32E+08 1124 3930530 598251 117169 3497 34 3.4 
347 2015-12-14 21:00:00 4422.2 2.51E+08 2204 6262108 593602 114017 2841 40 3.2 
348 2015-12-14 21:00:00 4538.9 2.11E+08 1839 6498802 588571 114813 3534 32 3.47 
349 2015-12-14 21:00:00 3622.1 1.3E+08 1132 3943064 581902 114995 3483 33 3.4 
346 2015-12-14 22:00:00 3382 1.45E+08 1268 4732157 581172 114404 3732 31 3.46 
347 2015-12-14 22:00:00 4338 2.41E+08 2118 5844851 590427 113770 2760 41 3.21 
348 2015-12-14 22:00:00 4341.2 2.38E+08 2048 7210788 594547 115982 3521 33 3.41 
349 2015-12-14 22:00:00 2529.1 1E+08 860 2840204 596721 116548 3303 35 3.4 
346 2015-12-14 23:00:00 2216.8 1.12E+08 994 2983229 589073 112970 3001 38 3.23 
347 2015-12-14 23:00:00 3285 2.17E+08 1889 5079104 597812 114790 2689 43 3.16 
348 2015-12-14 23:00:00 6145.1 2.89E+08 2488 8961610 590607 116059 3602 32 3.47 
349 2015-12-14 23:00:00 3304.3 1.05E+08 919 3600655 578943 114727 3918 29 3.51 
346 2015-12-15 00:00:00 2630.4 1.08E+08 942 3194987 579913 115072 3392 34 3.37 
347 2015-12-15 00:00:00 4513.5 2.57E+08 2233 6993603 588530 114992 3132 37 3.31 
348 2015-12-15 00:00:00 3615.3 1.84E+08 1596 4605900 596794 115017 2886 40 3.23 
349 2015-12-15 00:00:00 4530.3 1.76E+08 1527 5836912 594259 114947 3822 30 3.53 
346 2015-12-15 01:00:00 3096.9 1.33E+08 1158 4297134 592721 114534 3711 31 3.51 
347 2015-12-15 01:00:00 4735.1 2.68E+08 2331 7199908 591615 114997 3089 37 3.26 
348 2015-12-15 01:00:00 4457.2 2.16E+08 1871 5991142 591435 115322 3202 36 3.36 
349 2015-12-15 01:00:00 3125.9 1.07E+08 934 3139692 585641 114915 3362 34 3.4 
346 2015-12-15 02:00:00 3341.2 1.33E+08 1165 3326039 592852 114419 2855 40 3.22 
347 2015-12-15 02:00:00 3299.2 2.04E+08 1775 4806710 592276 114826 2708 42 3.15 
348 2015-12-15 02:00:00 4957.1 2.12E+08 1842 6874012 588884 115323 3732 31 3.5 
349 2015-12-15 02:00:00 4770.7 1.72E+08 1510 5617295 590288 115257 3720 31 3.47 
346 2015-12-15 03:00:00 2578.1 1.43E+08 1255 4259349 587852 113883 3394 34 3.42 
347 2015-12-15 03:00:00 4420.3 2.18E+08 1904 5165386 593254 114332 2713 42 3.11 
348 2015-12-15 03:00:00 3810.9 2.05E+08 1777 5844489 593245 115970 3289 35 3.39 
349 2015-12-15 03:00:00 3669 1.57E+08 1357 5358064 586373 115690 3948 29 3.54 
346 2015-12-15 04:00:00 2879.3 1.96E+08 1728 5669558 585678 113299 3281 35 3.32 
347 2015-12-15 04:00:00 5237.9 2.42E+08 2088 7199535 595246 115785 3448 34 3.38 
348 2015-12-15 04:00:00 2608.3 1.24E+08 1080 3211018 588607 114811 2973 39 3.28 
349 2015-12-15 04:00:00 3352.9 1.62E+08 1398 4547889 588988 116063 3253 36 3.46 
346 2015-12-15 05:00:00 2827.9 1.61E+08 1405 4438233 587444 114389 3159 36 3.27 
347 2015-12-15 05:00:00 3868.1 2.48E+08 2206 6247099 583990 113527 2832 40 3.23 
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348 2015-12-15 05:00:00 3867.3 1.55E+08 1344 4899950 593144 115205 3646 32 3.44 
349 2015-12-15 05:00:00 4052.2 1.58E+08 1337 5039594 597017 117870 3769 31 3.55 
346 2015-12-15 06:00:00 3127.9 1.39E+08 1213 3813373 588473 114761 3144 37 3.32 
347 2015-12-15 06:00:00 3497.4 1.94E+08 1656 5748597 595532 116907 3471 34 3.45 
348 2015-12-15 06:00:00 3585.9 1.99E+08 1710 6992989 586761 116288 4089 28 3.55 
349 2015-12-15 06:00:00 3435.7 1.92E+08 1715 4073041 591620 112033 2375 47 2.98 
346 2015-12-15 07:00:00 2872.9 1.19E+08 1025 3685330 592018 116289 3595 32 3.45 
347 2015-12-15 07:00:00 3429.7 2.05E+08 1817 4423492 585166 112787 2435 46 3.01 
348 2015-12-15 07:00:00 2835.5 2.03E+08 1777 6848711 593037 114438 3854 30 3.54 
349 2015-12-15 07:00:00 4444.3 1.96E+08 1675 5669392 594717 117202 3385 35 3.37 
346 2015-12-15 08:00:00 3182 1.99E+08 1726 6914546 588624 115556 4006 29 3.56 
347 2015-12-15 08:00:00 5335.5 2.28E+08 2009 5485597 588966 113618 2731 42 3.2 
348 2015-12-15 08:00:00 2782.3 1.54E+08 1333 3731800 590313 115228 2800 41 3.17 
349 2015-12-15 08:00:00 2033.8 1.41E+08 1225 4495184 598698 116214 3670 32 3.43 
346 2015-12-15 09:00:00 3171.3 1.13E+08 986 3698681 593407 115074 3751 31 3.51 
347 2015-12-15 09:00:00 4477.9 2.66E+08 2324 6913299 591155 114558 2975 39 3.24 
348 2015-12-15 09:00:00 2985.7 1.8E+08 1567 4853925 588712 114820 3098 37 3.31 
349 2015-12-15 09:00:00 2823.6 1.64E+08 1417 5162095 590198 115859 3643 32 3.48 
346 2015-12-15 10:00:00 3590.9 1.21E+08 1054 3479186 591045 114994 3301 35 3.34 
347 2015-12-15 10:00:00 3338.5 2.32E+08 2026 5648488 594219 114650 2788 41 3.13 
348 2015-12-15 10:00:00 3704.2 2.43E+08 2120 7594661 588898 114736 3582 32 3.48 
349 2015-12-15 10:00:00 2227.7 1.27E+08 1094 3905665 588563 116149 3570 33 3.49 
346 2015-12-15 11:00:00 3159.9 2E+08 1736 6742257 591223 115215 3884 30 3.57 
347 2015-12-15 11:00:00 4347.1 2.11E+08 1853 4271883 593647 114001 2305 49 2.9 
348 2015-12-15 11:00:00 3139.9 2.18E+08 1883 6643906 589863 115685 3528 33 3.43 
349 2015-12-15 11:00:00 1571.9 94700378 822 2969954 584188 115207 3613 32 3.42 
346 2015-12-15 12:00:00 4287.4 2.08E+08 1787 6218779 592143 116542 3480 33 3.45 
347 2015-12-15 12:00:00 2965.8 2E+08 1760 5253365 592644 113499 2985 38 3.28 
348 2015-12-15 12:00:00 2785.9 1.72E+08 1496 5132964 593440 114860 3431 33 3.37 
349 2015-12-15 12:00:00 1959.5 1.44E+08 1251 4022892 581759 115062 3216 36 3.33 
346 2015-12-15 13:00:00 2095.7 1.23E+08 1052 3450768 595141 116608 3280 36 3.4 
347 2015-12-15 13:00:00 3636.5 2.07E+08 1810 5637768 585414 114111 3115 37 3.28 
348 2015-12-15 13:00:00 2670.1 1.88E+08 1617 5965473 591624 116087 3689 31 3.47 
349 2015-12-15 13:00:00 3510 1.44E+08 1254 4787991 597407 115051 3818 30 3.54 
346 2015-12-15 14:00:00 2423.3 1.14E+08 993 3588755 581574 115014 3614 32 3.43 
347 2015-12-15 14:00:00 2753.9 1.81E+08 1572 5096934 593804 115310 3242 36 3.33 
348 2015-12-15 14:00:00 3093.5 2.22E+08 1939 6457567 591284 114498 3330 34 3.41 
349 2015-12-15 14:00:00 1286.8 85672062 741 2046744 593368 115617 2762 42 3.17 
346 2015-12-15 15:00:00 3749 1.72E+08 1485 5686866 594649 115882 3830 30 3.54 
347 2015-12-15 15:00:00 2381.5 1.61E+08 1412 4156525 599057 114120 2944 39 3.24 
348 2015-12-15 15:00:00 2179.5 1.45E+08 1253 3864412 582382 115773 3084 38 3.28 
349 2015-12-15 15:00:00 2017.3 1.25E+08 1095 3482197 590573 114042 3180 36 3.32 
346 2015-12-15 16:00:00 3008.3 1.6E+08 1382 5033185 593609 115817 3642 32 3.46 
347 2015-12-15 16:00:00 2657.6 1.87E+08 1644 4613307 590513 113715 2806 41 3.17 
348 2015-12-15 16:00:00 2858 1.55E+08 1329 4777420 591965 116879 3595 33 3.5 
349 2015-12-15 16:00:00 1468 99362442 889 2765160 584934 113274 3111 36 3.3 
346 2015-12-15 17:00:00 2236.5 1.25E+08 1074 3648246 594173 115983 3397 34 3.42 
347 2015-12-15 17:00:00 3469 2E+08 1767 5406034 579105 113187 3059 37 3.25 
348 2015-12-15 17:00:00 2156.4 1.82E+08 1577 5533398 596732 115525 3509 33 3.44 
349 2015-12-15 17:00:00 1782.6 96410922 827 2602322 596712 116579 3147 37 3.35 
346 2015-12-15 18:00:00 5778.1 2.12E+08 1825 7214846 592635 115984 3953 29 3.56 
347 2015-12-15 18:00:00 2258.2 1.87E+08 1599 4381969 593843 116933 2740 43 3.18 
348 2015-12-15 18:00:00 1470.9 1.06E+08 939 2787388 587083 113112 2968 38 3.19 
349 2015-12-15 18:00:00 1046.6 98300874 882 2805797 585629 111452 3181 35 3.32 
346 2015-12-15 19:00:00 3919.5 1.36E+08 1187 4667916 599359 114900 3933 29 3.53 
347 2015-12-15 19:00:00 2695.3 1.81E+08 1580 4585449 587586 114783 2902 40 3.27 
348 2015-12-15 19:00:00 2576.9 1.86E+08 1628 5127977 592835 114256 3150 36 3.33 
349 2015-12-15 19:00:00 979.3 99408232 850 2808658 582604 116951 3304 35 3.32 
346 2015-12-15 20:00:00 1549.6 83466965 735 2299766 595211 113560 3129 36 3.26 
347 2015-12-15 20:00:00 3434.1 2.02E+08 1764 5734540 597002 114444 3251 35 3.42 
348 2015-12-15 20:00:00 2769.8 1.91E+08 1667 5110151 586771 114815 3065 37 3.25 
349 2015-12-15 20:00:00 1434.6 1.26E+08 1079 4045324 583104 117164 3749 31 3.49 
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346 2015-12-15 21:00:00 2708.8 1.37E+08 1178 4459540 592138 116542 3786 31 3.5 
347 2015-12-15 21:00:00 3319.6 1.82E+08 1586 4734111 591183 114487 2985 38 3.28 
348 2015-12-15 21:00:00 1566.5 1.24E+08 1087 4215317 589210 114378 3878 29 3.5 
349 2015-12-15 21:00:00 2494.8 1.6E+08 1394 3781032 590667 114755 2712 42 3.15 
346 2015-12-15 22:00:00 2738.8 1.26E+08 1076 3659536 596686 116889 3401 34 3.42 
347 2015-12-15 22:00:00 2039.6 1.76E+08 1541 4978413 589374 114275 3231 35 3.32 
348 2015-12-15 22:00:00 1915 1.31E+08 1124 4242124 591637 116724 3774 31 3.54 
349 2015-12-15 22:00:00 2786.8 1.7E+08 1503 4297856 586799 113095 2860 40 3.2 
346 2015-12-15 23:00:00 2324.4 94775164 839 2695655 579151 112962 3213 35 3.36 
347 2015-12-15 23:00:00 2595.9 2.16E+08 1894 5055588 591273 114274 2669 43 3.08 
348 2015-12-15 23:00:00 1786.1 1.26E+08 1073 4061581 593052 117550 3785 31 3.53 
349 2015-12-15 23:00:00 2976.8 1.66E+08 1440 5389176 592574 115228 3742 31 3.51 
346 2015-12-16 00:00:00 2024.3 1.06E+08 932 3160169 584637 114106 3391 34 3.36 
347 2015-12-16 00:00:00 1874.1 1.8E+08 1558 4158167 597252 115299 2669 43 3.14 
348 2015-12-16 00:00:00 2445.7 1.71E+08 1480 5191110 591164 115474 3508 33 3.43 
349 2015-12-16 00:00:00 2926.7 1.46E+08 1275 4680554 588700 114727 3671 31 3.49 
346 2015-12-16 01:00:00 3543.8 1.22E+08 1056 3501986 595559 115677 3316 35 3.4 
347 2015-12-16 01:00:00 2738.5 2.28E+08 1972 6123262 594756 115400 3105 37 3.32 
348 2015-12-16 01:00:00 2501.5 1.76E+08 1533 5569813 584027 114487 3633 32 3.44 
349 2015-12-16 01:00:00 1490.6 77926957 684 1994939 586566 113928 2917 39 3.22 
346 2015-12-16 02:00:00 5723.3 1.49E+08 1285 5539206 589163 115658 4311 27 3.62 
347 2015-12-16 02:00:00 2022.4 2E+08 1720 4644237 595624 116221 2700 43 3.2 
348 2015-12-16 02:00:00 1963.6 1.5E+08 1303 3839919 592902 114970 2947 39 3.2 
349 2015-12-16 02:00:00 1729.9 1.05E+08 937 3166638 580019 111883 3380 33 3.36 
346 2015-12-16 03:00:00 5039.7 1.75E+08 1524 5120760 588489 114864 3360 34 3.35 
347 2015-12-16 03:00:00 2371.7 1.66E+08 1453 4795189 591151 114497 3300 35 3.36 
348 2015-12-16 03:00:00 1874.7 1.46E+08 1265 3571354 581524 115385 2823 41 3.18 
349 2015-12-16 03:00:00 2163.7 1.16E+08 1003 3702697 606091 115434 3692 31 3.58 
346 2015-12-16 04:00:00 3177 1.09E+08 956 2740145 592569 114364 2866 40 3.24 
347 2015-12-16 04:00:00 3226 2.55E+08 2203 7429285 590944 115626 3372 34 3.42 
348 2015-12-16 04:00:00 1192.8 98430148 851 2683140 593262 115664 3153 37 3.33 
349 2015-12-16 04:00:00 2616.2 1.41E+08 1235 4337430 587325 113905 3512 32 3.38 
346 2015-12-16 05:00:00 3500.2 1.22E+08 1051 4560722 600888 116458 4339 27 3.64 
347 2015-12-16 05:00:00 2305.1 2.2E+08 1927 5262698 592834 114213 2731 42 3.12 
348 2015-12-16 05:00:00 1689.1 1.37E+08 1192 3660303 581083 114666 3071 37 3.28 
349 2015-12-16 05:00:00 2077 1.24E+08 1075 3706277 586921 115341 3448 33 3.46 
346 2015-12-16 06:00:00 1981.6 81686399 715 2894010 586651 114247 4048 28 3.56 
347 2015-12-16 06:00:00 2595.3 2.31E+08 2006 5695093 594246 114976 2839 40 3.18 
348 2015-12-16 06:00:00 2500.1 2.02E+08 1744 5652425 590603 115806 3241 36 3.39 
349 2015-12-16 06:00:00 1807.4 88867673 780 2948472 586139 113933 3780 30 3.49 
346 2015-12-16 07:00:00 2452.5 86817707 750 3067770 593995 115757 4090 28 3.58 
347 2015-12-16 07:00:00 2620.9 2.51E+08 2186 6034707 592489 114667 2761 42 3.17 
348 2015-12-16 07:00:00 2295.6 1.59E+08 1372 4957999 589596 116240 3614 32 3.45 
349 2015-12-16 07:00:00 1960.8 1.06E+08 937 3129524 587040 113338 3340 34 3.39 
346 2015-12-16 08:00:00 3624.2 1.45E+08 1230 4433062 610003 117711 3604 33 3.51 
347 2015-12-16 08:00:00 2112.5 1.78E+08 1565 4218412 582514 113535 2695 42 3.12 
348 2015-12-16 08:00:00 1903.4 1.5E+08 1302 4657153 589194 115255 3577 32 3.46 
349 2015-12-16 08:00:00 2393.6 1.31E+08 1148 3881373 585266 113790 3381 34 3.35 
346 2015-12-16 09:00:00 3050.1 1.14E+08 992 3862919 590094 114814 3894 29 3.5 
347 2015-12-16 09:00:00 1499.5 1.23E+08 1060 2916950 588444 115764 2752 42 3.1 
348 2015-12-16 09:00:00 2906.9 2.23E+08 1949 5632834 592672 114608 2890 40 3.24 
349 2015-12-16 09:00:00 2895.9 1.43E+08 1244 4777297 590384 115100 3840 30 3.56 
346 2015-12-16 10:00:00 2278.4 85158532 754 2701628 568107 112942 3583 32 3.4 
347 2015-12-16 10:00:00 2453.7 1.75E+08 1543 5280609 596711 115449 3422 34 3.41 
348 2015-12-16 10:00:00 939.2 70987802 604 1835046 614404 117529 3038 39 3.4 
349 2015-12-16 10:00:00 2331.8 1.48E+08 1293 3932223 587984 114477 3041 38 3.26 
346 2015-12-16 11:00:00 1222 63495094 575 959560 577256 110426 1669 66 2.32 
347 2015-12-16 11:00:00 2159.7 1.52E+08 1324 4812338 588472 114943 3635 32 3.43 
348 2015-12-16 11:00:00 2627.8 1.87E+08 1597 6310734 594044 117087 3952 30 3.58 
349 2015-12-16 11:00:00 1311.4 79861454 700 1669368 601253 114088 2385 48 2.96 
346 2015-12-16 12:00:00 2004.2 56118492 476 1925103 590486 117896 4044 29 3.57 
347 2015-12-16 12:00:00 2246.7 1.93E+08 1703 4676732 589211 113965 2746 42 3.16 
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348 2015-12-16 12:00:00 1815.7 1.32E+08 1148 3908050 593568 115400 3404 34 3.38 
349 2015-12-16 12:00:00 1300.3 99735543 868 3240084 590914 114903 3733 31 3.52 
346 2015-12-16 13:00:00 3318.8 1.3E+08 1118 4235278 591533 115949 3788 31 3.53 
347 2015-12-16 13:00:00 1756.9 1.5E+08 1316 3353403 594332 114292 2548 45 3.11 
348 2015-12-16 13:00:00 1720.1 1.36E+08 1193 4162177 585172 113770 3489 33 3.37 
349 2015-12-16 13:00:00 966.6 65298269 558 1982635 589447 117022 3553 33 3.46 
346 2015-12-16 14:00:00 2850.5 1.26E+08 1125 3158483 582306 113241 2808 40 3.2 
347 2015-12-16 14:00:00 1915 1.57E+08 1357 4739025 588804 115879 3492 33 3.43 
348 2015-12-16 14:00:00 1683.1 1.2E+08 1027 3632396 610521 117187 3537 33 3.49 
349 2015-12-16 14:00:00 1267.5 78881825 697 2237963 580379 113173 3211 35 3.25 
346 2015-12-16 15:00:00 1653 69155886 592 1944608 591133 116817 3285 36 3.34 
347 2015-12-16 15:00:00 1413.4 1.2E+08 1045 3514127 585334 114757 3363 34 3.36 
348 2015-12-16 15:00:00 2107.7 1.52E+08 1314 4088575 601579 115465 3112 37 3.37 
349 2015-12-16 15:00:00 1865.5 1.42E+08 1245 4204690 580957 113840 3377 34 3.37 
346 2015-12-16 16:00:00 2077 78182805 663 2540233 598004 117923 3831 31 3.48 
347 2015-12-16 16:00:00 2266.7 2.21E+08 1948 5922000 586669 113547 3040 37 3.27 
348 2015-12-16 16:00:00 1987.3 1.28E+08 1106 3646692 593562 115704 3297 35 3.42 
349 2015-12-16 16:00:00 860.7 55186715 479 1643075 592481 115212 3430 34 3.41 
346 2015-12-16 17:00:00 2047.9 98476013 853 3267779 585427 115447 3831 30 3.45 
347 2015-12-16 17:00:00 1745.1 1.47E+08 1291 3217614 596630 114023 2492 46 3.07 
348 2015-12-16 17:00:00 2490.1 1.59E+08 1374 4633614 590131 115947 3372 34 3.4 
349 2015-12-16 17:00:00 1053.5 77537852 678 2632993 583765 114363 3883 29 3.55 
346 2015-12-16 18:00:00 2121.9 95047144 842 2582216 574562 112883 3067 37 3.29 
347 2015-12-16 18:00:00 1940.6 1.62E+08 1411 4635060 593798 115123 3285 35 3.36 
348 2015-12-16 18:00:00 2121.2 1.67E+08 1440 4867192 594614 115661 3380 34 3.38 
349 2015-12-16 18:00:00 1008.4 58491647 503 1667532 600303 116286 3315 35 3.46 
346 2015-12-16 19:00:00 1540.4 60274281 530 1637659 588314 113725 3090 37 3.24 
347 2015-12-16 19:00:00 1730.1 1.69E+08 1485 4617648 584978 114024 3110 37 3.31 
348 2015-12-16 19:00:00 1721.7 1.06E+08 919 3334448 598878 116309 3627 32 3.48 
349 2015-12-16 19:00:00 2040.1 1.46E+08 1261 4161756 592495 115728 3300 35 3.38 
346 2015-12-16 20:00:00 1220 67016168 591 1734860 578834 113395 2935 39 3.22 
347 2015-12-16 20:00:00 3143.7 2.65E+08 2260 8304208 598388 117177 3674 32 3.49 
348 2015-12-16 20:00:00 1154.9 83159765 736 1909144 581889 112989 2594 44 3.03 
349 2015-12-16 20:00:00 884.9 67531370 609 1803788 581160 110889 2962 37 3.29 
346 2015-12-16 21:00:00 2843.4 1.16E+08 1000 4056387 597383 116376 4056 29 3.6 
347 2015-12-16 21:00:00 1465.5 1.63E+08 1431 3511174 590230 114044 2454 46 3.02 
348 2015-12-16 21:00:00 1442.1 95636981 850 2345943 579659 112514 2760 41 3.09 
349 2015-12-16 21:00:00 1917.3 1.07E+08 915 3838496 596389 117287 4195 28 3.6 
346 2015-12-16 22:00:00 2086.5 95256182 829 1979895 596459 114905 2388 48 2.97 
347 2015-12-16 22:00:00 1517.9 1.37E+08 1197 4271452 590778 114597 3568 32 3.45 
348 2015-12-16 22:00:00 1378.3 86553670 743 2955103 591513 116492 3977 29 3.56 
349 2015-12-16 22:00:00 838.9 63778030 565 1369550 577661 112881 2424 47 2.98 
346 2015-12-16 23:00:00 2235.5 1.16E+08 1015 2927156 589030 114763 2884 40 3.21 
347 2015-12-16 23:00:00 1068.3 76665306 667 1945527 596354 114940 2917 39 3.27 
348 2015-12-16 23:00:00 1277.3 66932994 579 2097081 589727 115601 3622 32 3.49 
349 2015-12-16 23:00:00 1710 1.02E+08 886 3344236 589336 114914 3775 30 3.48 
346 2015-12-17 00:00:00 1299 42522438 370 1048984 590053 114926 2835 41 3.22 
347 2015-12-17 00:00:00 1348.7 1.23E+08 1085 2909798 592148 113645 2682 42 3.16 
348 2015-12-17 00:00:00 1058.9 75626383 673 1957357 577193 112372 2908 39 3.18 
349 2015-12-17 00:00:00 1749.6 1.2E+08 1019 4397861 599185 118196 4316 27 3.62 
346 2015-12-17 01:00:00 1718.4 68311121 600 1777121 587147 113852 2962 38 3.21 
347 2015-12-17 01:00:00 1671.2 1.11E+08 941 3288114 597844 117645 3494 34 3.45 
348 2015-12-17 01:00:00 1746.3 1.07E+08 935 3372690 590889 114223 3607 32 3.45 
349 2015-12-17 01:00:00 958.6 76082625 671 1876075 584829 113387 2796 41 3.21 
346 2015-12-17 02:00:00 3095 71259328 628 2373388 570065 113470 3779 30 3.48 
347 2015-12-17 02:00:00 1910 1.73E+08 1514 4375728 588890 114061 2890 39 3.2 
348 2015-12-17 02:00:00 994.2 67118075 571 1649716 605546 117545 2889 41 3.27 
349 2015-12-17 02:00:00 1031.3 50830993 434 1915168 595334 117122 4413 27 3.69 
346 2015-12-17 03:00:00 4377.8 1.1E+08 948 4033247 595203 116245 4254 27 3.61 
347 2015-12-17 03:00:00 1172.4 1.05E+08 912 2689497 585123 114717 2949 39 3.23 
348 2015-12-17 03:00:00 690.3 46157516 400 1377477 592429 115394 3444 34 3.34 
349 2015-12-17 03:00:00 1324.1 1.01E+08 887 2213779 589220 113773 2496 46 3.09 
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346 2015-12-17 04:00:00 4086.8 1.12E+08 954 4187654 596039 117413 4390 27 3.63 
347 2015-12-17 04:00:00 1541.5 1.11E+08 977 2577045 593629 113564 2638 43 3.17 
348 2015-12-17 04:00:00 1012.9 92195921 807 2081433 582542 114245 2579 44 3.08 
349 2015-12-17 04:00:00 566.3 46736872 409 1467868 585332 114271 3589 32 3.37 
346 2015-12-17 05:00:00 3073.8 1.32E+08 1159 3766645 595031 113870 3250 35 3.36 
347 2015-12-17 05:00:00 1403.8 1.14E+08 998 2890545 587350 114311 2896 39 3.26 
348 2015-12-17 05:00:00 712 66902961 575 1952506 590070 116353 3396 34 3.34 
349 2015-12-17 05:00:00 810.7 48935221 415 1704304 590385 117916 4107 29 3.58 
346 2015-12-17 06:00:00 797.3 38863883 340 1236567 581276 114306 3637 31 3.34 
347 2015-12-17 06:00:00 1253.6 1.27E+08 1113 2670455 589216 113844 2399 47 2.99 
348 2015-12-17 06:00:00 1683.5 97057956 841 3105724 593183 115408 3693 31 3.53 
349 2015-12-17 06:00:00 1546.2 99265382 853 3301254 595652 116372 3870 30 3.53 
346 2015-12-17 07:00:00 1720.4 70421655 605 1893455 593200 116399 3130 37 3.25 
347 2015-12-17 07:00:00 1532.8 1.06E+08 915 3302470 596755 115929 3609 32 3.44 
348 2015-12-17 07:00:00 1183.8 97863345 857 2493860 586969 114193 2910 39 3.26 
349 2015-12-17 07:00:00 1264.4 87536405 770 2624215 582965 113684 3408 33 3.46 
346 2015-12-11 11:00:00 347.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
347 2015-12-11 11:00:00 189.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
348 2015-12-11 11:00:00 191.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
349 2015-12-11 11:00:00 194.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
346 2015-12-11 12:00:00 423.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
347 2015-12-11 12:00:00 199.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
348 2015-12-11 12:00:00 202.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
349 2015-12-11 12:00:00 204.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
